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Abstract 
 
 
This thesis deals with certain aspects of the solution chemistry of the simple 
dicarboxylate anions: oxalate, malonate and succinate, up to high concentrations. 
These ions are either significant impurities in the concentrated alkaline aluminate 
solutions used in the Bayer process for the purification of alumina, or are useful 
models for degraded organic matter in industrial Bayer liquors. Such impurities 
are known to have important effects on the operation of the Bayer process. 
 
To develop a better understanding of the speciation of oxalate (the major organic 
impurity in Bayer liquors) in concentrated electrolyte solutions, the formation 
constant (Logβ) of the extremely weak ion pair formed between sodium (Na
+) 
and oxalate (Ox
2−) ions was determined at 25 
oC as a function if ionic strength in 
TMACl media by titration using a Na
+ ion selective electrode. Attempts to 
measure this constant in CsCl media were unsuccessful probably because of 
competition for Ox
2− by Cs
+. 
 
Aqueous solutions of sodium malonate (Na2Mal) and sodium succinate (Na2Suc) 
were studied up to high (saturation) concentrations at 25 
oC by dielectric 
relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) over the approximate frequency range 0.1 ≤ 
ν/GHz ≤ 89. To complement a previous study of Na2Ox, formation constants of 
the Na
+-dicarboxylate ion pairs were determined and they were shown to be of 
the solvent-shared type. Both the Mal
2− and Suc
2− ions, in contrast to Ox
2−, were 
also shown to possess large secondary hydration shells    
 
 iii 
 
Apparent molal volumes (Vφ) and heat capacities at constant pressure (Cpφ) of 
aqueous solutions of Na2Ox, Na2Suc, Na2Mal and K2Ox were determined at 25 
oC up to their saturation limits using vibrating tube densitometry and flow 
calorimetry. These data were fitted using a Pitzer model. The adherence of Vφ 
and Cpφ of various Na
+ and K
+ salts to Young’s rule was examined up to high 
concentrations using the present and literature data. Young’s rule was then used 
to estimate hypothetical values of Cpφ and Vφ for the sparingly soluble Na2Ox at 
high ionic strengths, which are required for the thermodynamic modelling of 
Bayer liquors.  
 
The solubility of Na2Ox in various concentrated electrolytes was measured, at 
temperatures from 25 
oC to 70 
oC in media both with (NaCl, NaClO4, NaOH) and 
without a common ion (KCl, CsCl, TMACl). The common ion effect was found 
to dominate the solubility of Na2Ox. The solubility of calcium oxalate 
monohydrate (CaOx⋅H2O) was also determined. The solubilities of both Na2Ox 
and CaOx⋅H2O in media without a common ion increased with increasing 
electrolyte concentration, except in TMACl media, where they decreased.  
 
The solubility of Na2Ox was modelled using a Pitzer model assuming the Pitzer 
parameters for Na2SO4 and minimising the free energy of the system. The data 
were modelled successfully over the full concentration and temperature range of 
all the electrolytes, including ternary (mixed electrolyte) solutions.  
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Introduction 
                                                                                                                                             
 
 
This thesis deals with some aspects of the chemistry in highly concentrated 
alkaline solutions of aluminium, which are used in the Bayer process for the 
recovery of aluminium oxide from bauxitic ores. This refining process is of 
enormous economic importance both to Australia and the world (e.g. Australia 
produces approximately 30 % of the 50 M tonnes of alumina produced annually 
worldwide [95P]). The alkaline solutions involved are complicated mixtures 
whose chemistry and properties are still not well understood.  
 
Aluminium is amongst the most widely employed metals in the world with 
countless uses. It is the third most common element in the Earth’s crust, existing 
mostly in the form of aluminous silicates. Bauxite is the term used to describe 
aluminium containing ores that are formed by the surface weathering of silicate 
rocks. This removes the more soluble material, leaving a high proportion (40 – 
60%) of various aluminium hydroxides along with other impurities such as iron 
oxide, silica and titanium [95P]. The hydration of alumina in the bauxite can 
vary. In tropical environments such as in Australia, the alumina is predominantly 
in the form of so-called ‘aluminium oxide tri-hydrate’ (Al2O3⋅3H2O) which is in 
fact gibbsite, Al(OH)3 [87W]. In European countries alumina ores exist most 
commonly as the so-called ‘aluminum oxide monohydrate’, or boehmite, AlOOH 
[70V]. In commercial production, via the Bayer process, either or both of these  
 
 2 
(oxy)hydroxides are extracted from the bauxite ores and purified by precipitation 
as gibbsite. 
 
 
1.1 THE BAYER PROCESS 
 
The Bayer process, named after the Austrian chemist Karl Joseph Bayer who 
developed and patented the process in 1888, has become the exclusive large-
scale industrial production method of extraction and purification of gibbsite 
[83H]. The Bayer process involves the selective dissolution of the Al(OH)3 
and/or AlOOH in hot caustic (NaOH) solution, followed by the precipitation of 
purified Al(OH)3 upon cooling of the supersaturated solution so produced. 
 
1.1.1  Digestion 
 
The first stage of the Bayer process involves the crushing of the bauxite ore to a 
consistent size. The dissolution of the gibbsite (and boehmite, if present) is 
achieved by mixing this crushed bauxite with a concentrated caustic solution 
which is then heated to produce a concentrated (and at this stage, usually highly 
supersaturated) solution of NaAl(OH)4 in NaOH (hereafter referred to as a Bayer 
liquor). The final temperature of the liquor varies among different plants and 
especially with the nature of the feedstock. Temperatures typically range from 
∼120 to ∼300 
oC. The dissolution process may thus be simplistically represented 
as  
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Al(OH)3 (S)  +  NaOH (aq)     NaAl(OH)4 (aq)     (1.1) 
 
The less soluble material such as iron oxide and silica remains in a waste 
material known in the industry as ‘red mud’, which is separated from the liquor 
by filtration [95P].    
 
1.1.2  Precipitation  
 
The second stage of the Bayer process, termed the ‘decomposition’ or 
precipitation stage [95P], involves cooling the already supersaturated liquor to 
approximately 50-60 
oC. The gibbsite precipitates in large vessels that are gently 
stirred. The decomposition can be described according to the reverse of the 
equilibrium in Equation 1.1 
 
Unless care is taken the gibbsite can precipitate in a gelatinous form leading to 
obvious problems in washing and handling. During the precipitation process 
large quantities (∼30 % by weight) of Al(OH)3 (s) ‘seed’ are added. This is done 
to hasten precipitation and improve the quality and agglomeration of the gibbsite 
crystals [95P]. The liquor is then refiltered, the precipitated alumina is removed 
and the NaOH returned to the digestion stage.  
 
1.1.3  Calcination 
 
The gibbsite obtained during the precipitation stage is of varying crystallinity and 
physical character. The raw product is then calcined by heating in rotary kilns.  
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Between 400 and 600 
oC, gibbsite forms the chemically active γ-Al2O3 crystalline 
structure. Once the alumina is heated to approximately 1200 
oC the gibbsite is 
converted to the relatively inert α-Al2O3 form 
[82Y, 
94HB].   
 
1.1.4     Re-causticisation 
 
After the re-crystallised gibbsite has been filtered off and removed (Section 
1.1.2), the spent Bayer liquor is returned to the digestion stage to be re-used for 
the dissolution of more bauxite. This means that any impurities that were not lost 
during the decomposition stage are returned to the process stream. As a result of 
the continuous recycling of the liquor, the concentrations of various impurities 
increase through successive process cycles. In addition, there is a loss of caustic 
caused by the liquor being continually exposed to atmospheric CO2 and through 
the decomposition of organic impurities (outlined below). Both of these 
processes result in the deleterious increase in carbonate (CO3
2−) levels. The 
levels of carbonate in Bayer liquors are controlled by ‘re-causticisation’ [83H], a 
process in which lime (CaO(s)) is dissolved in water to produce ‘slaked’ lime 
 
CaO(s) + H2O  Ca(OH)2 (aq)      (1.2) 
 
This process can be performed as ‘outside’ causticisation where the slaked slime 
is produced in a side stream and then introduced to the Bayer liquor, or ‘inside’ 
causticisation where the dry CaO is added directly to the liquor. Na2CO3 is then 
converted to NaOH according to the following reaction [82Y] 
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Ca(OH)2 (aq) + Na2CO3 (aq)  CaCO3 (s) + 2NaOH (aq)   (1.3) 
 
1.1.5          Smelting 
 
Although considerable amounts of alumina are used as such in abrasives, 
absorbants, catalysts and drying agents [83S], most is sent for smelting to 
aluminium metal. This is obtained by the electrolytic reduction of the gibbsite. 
This procedure is called the Hall-Heroult process and is performed separately to 
the Bayer process.  
 
1.2.  BAYER LIQUOR IMPURITIES 
 
The Bayer process as outlined above is complicated by the presence of impurities 
that enter the process by various means. The impurities can be conveniently 
divided into two groups: organic and inorganic. In this study the focus will be on 
one particular type of organic impurity, the dicarboxylate anions. 
 
1.2.1  Sources of impurities 
 
The main source of impurities in the Bayer process is from the bauxite feedstock. 
Although primarily composed of gibbsite and boehmite, raw bauxites typically 
contain many other minerals that are unnecessary to the process and are regarded 
as impurities. The main inorganic impurities are silica, iron oxide, chloride and 
sulfate. In addition, there are usually significant amounts of organic material that 
are present in the bauxite [91KK].   
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Organic impurities mostly enter the Bayer process from the feedstock in the form 
of humic material. This vegetable matter is partially dissolved during the 
digestion stage of the process and undergoes successive breakdown in the hot, 
concentrated caustic solution. The organic material is initially in the form of high 
molecular weight substances such as cellulose and lignin. Through various 
competing reactions the impurities are decomposed to a variety of medium 
molecular weight organics (benzene carboxylic acids, phenols) and low 
molecular weight organics such as oxalate, succinate (Na2Suc), acetate, formate. 
The ultimate decomposition product of the organic impurities in Bayer liquors is 
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) [93CT, 78L, 82MD]. 
 
Other sources of organic impurities in the Bayer process are organic compounds 
that are added during processing such as anti-foaming agents and de-watering 
agents. Calcium, added to the system in the form of lime during the re-
causticisation process, can react competitively with other impurities to form 
sparingly soluble salts such as calcium oxalate (CaOx), calcium phosphate and 
calcium fluoride, particularly in refineries that use ‘inside’ causticisation [82Y].   
 
1.2.2  Effects of Bayer liquor organic impurities 
 
Organic impurities can significantly alter the chemical and physical properties of 
the liquor and lead to an overall reduction in product quality. The gradual 
increase in organic impurity concentration during consecutive cycles is not 
immediately critical. In most plants small amounts of organic impurities  
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probably benefit the system by improving the alumina yield and lowering the 
precipitation activation energy, although this benefit is often offset by the 
decrease in the size of the alumina agglomerates and the liquor surface tension 
[93CT, 78L].  
 
Eventually the organic concentration in the liquor rises until a critical organic 
concentration (COC) is reached. The dissolved organic material may then 
precipitate as sodium oxalate; Na2C2O4 (Na2Ox), in the form of thin needle-
shaped crystals. The co-precipitation of Na2Ox with gibbsite during the 
precipitation stage leads to the reduction in agglomeration efficiency of the 
alumina and the production of hydrate fines with a loss of yield and a reduction 
in product quality. The hydrate fines and the associated increase in soda 
concentration in the alumina cause difficulties during subsequent smelting 
operations.  
 
The precipitation of Na2Ox can be delayed by the presence of humic material, 
which inhibits crystal growth and gives rise to significantly super-saturated 
solutions [95FGK]. Many commercial plants have taken advantage of this and 
have used synthetic compounds such as polyacrylic acids, polystyrenes and 
sulphonates to reduce losses due to Na2Ox [93L]. Eventually the concentration of 
dissolved organics in the liquor stream increases to a point where the 
precipitation of Na2Ox is inevitable and the organics must be removed. Many 
procedures are employed to destroy Na2Ox such as burning the liquor in 
calciners, using anion exchange resins [93AG, 79GL,
  91CT] and microbial 
action[90TBF]. Precipitation of Na2Ox can also be facilitated in side streams by  
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the addition of organic solvents, ammonia, NaOH or seeding Na2Ox [87TB]. All 
of these procedures add significant cost to the operation of an alumina refinery.  
 
Organic impurities are also responsible for foaming, increased aluminium 
hydroxide scale formation and losses in the recovery of caustic from spent liquor. 
In this area, organic impurities are believed to be responsible for the loss of 
approximately 20%, or at least 1.3 M tonnes of soda per annum in many 
refineries [94CWC, 91BP, 83LN, 85MI, 80BC, 83BVF].    
 
 
1.3  CHEMISTRY OF BAYER LIQUOR IMPURITIES 
 
The successful application of the Bayer process is clearly dependent on the 
solution chemistry of not only dissolved gibbsite, but also the organic and 
inorganic impurities in the concentrated caustic solutions. In particular, the 
solubilities of impurities in Bayer solutions are of critical importance with both 
direct and indirect consequences on Bayer processes. Precipitation of organic 
impurities at an inappropriate stage of the process can have potentially 
catastrophic effects on productivity and product quality. Better predictions of 
solubility can assist plant designers and managers to avoid this and to achieve 
greater efficiency in the refining process.  
 
A central problem in refinery control is to maintain high process output while 
making sure that the total organic concentration does not exceed the COC.  In 
particular, the batch removal of organic impurities from the liquor is a time  
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consuming and costly measure that must be performed as infrequently as 
possible in order to maintain a cost effective and economic operation. Such 
economic considerations mean that Bayer refineries are routinely operated with 
the Bayer liquor supersaturated with respect to Na2Ox and other organics.   
Precipitation of Na2Ox and contamination of the gibbsite product is prevented 
only by the kinetics of crystallisation of the organic species under plant 
conditions. The separation processes within the plant are carried out with 
sufficient speed such that the organic fractions do not have time to crystallize in 
the precipitation circuit. Good knowledge of the precipitation kinetics of the 
impurity is therefore also important.  
 
The formation of crystals from solution is thought to occur in two stages: 
nucleation and crystal growth. The rates of both processes are a function of the 
supersaturation concentration of the precipitating species [93BG, 82MD]. 
Consequently, the smooth operation of a modern bauxite refinery is reliant on the 
operator’s knowledge of the saturation conditions of the solute species within 
their plant.  
 
The saturation concentration of a solute in a Bayer-like solution is difficult to 
predict, but is influenced by three major separate effects; the presence of 
common ions, specific ion-pairing (complexation) interactions and the activities 
of the species present in the solution. These effects are inter-related and, in the 
last two cases, quite complicated.  
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Prediction of solubilities in real liquors is especially difficult, often due to the 
poorly defined composition of the liquor. The variable composition of the 
bauxite feedstock and the specific operating conditions of individual refineries 
ensure that the exact composition of different Bayer liquors changes 
considerably. In contrast, the use of ‘synthetic’ liquors (solutions of simpler and 
well defined composition that are prepared to definite specifications) has the 
obvious advantage of providing much greater control over the experimental 
conditions and ensures that the composition of the liquor, such as total Na
+ 
concentration and total caustic is known with certainty. 
  
Bayer liquors are concentrated solutions with ionic strengths ranging roughly 
from 3 to 5 M. Such high concentrations cause serious complications in the 
theoretical treatment of ionic solutions. The effect of activity coefficients and 
ion-ion interactions on the equilibrium solubility is particularly difficult to deal 
with. The separate contributions of each on the solubility cannot be resolved 
experimentally by simple solubility measurements. The fundamental theory of 
ionic solutions is largely limited to relatively dilute solutions where the 
assumptions required to describe the solution thermodynamically are most valid. 
The study of the physical chemistry of electrolytes is mostly restricted to binary 
solutions of relatively low ionic strength, containing spherical uni-univalent ions. 
From the description of the organic impurities given in Section 1.2.2 it is clear 
that the ion impurities cannot be considered to be either spherical or uni-
univalent and are typically present in relatively high concentrations [70MW].  
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The interactions between an alkali metal ion such as Na
+ and dicarboxylate ions 
found in Bayer-like liquors are thought to be particularly weak. They are 
frequently ignored in calculations with little effect on the final result because the 
metal to ligand ratio is usually very high and the mole fraction of ligand bound to 
the metal ions is usually reasonably constant [75M]. Despite their weakness, 
such interactions become increasingly important in solutions with high 
concentrations of metal and ligand species such as Bayer liquors. It is therefore 
necessary to study the interactions between low molecular weight organic anions 
and Na
+ using experimental methods that are sensitive to the species of interest.    
 
It is not sufficient simply to model and predict the solubilities of Bayer liquor 
impurities. A practically useful model must also take into account the effect of 
the impurities on the macroscopic properties of the liquor. In modern Bayer 
process modeling the kinetics of crystallization of the alumina species (gibbsite, 
boehmite etc) is combined with mass, energy and particle population balances to 
construct mathematical models of the precipitation stage of the process [70MW]. 
At its simplest level, modeling industrial processes requires an understanding of 
the energy or heat transfer within the system to account for the heating of the 
liquor to the required dissolution temperature and mass transfer information is 
required for modeling the movement of the liquor throughout the Bayer 
installation. These are practical considerations of particular use to plant engineers 
and are vital to the efficient running of the refinery. Mass transfer and heat 
transfer rely on accurate knowledge of the densities and heat capacities of the 
liquor and hence it is important to determine these parameters.  
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1.4       MODELING THE SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OF  
            DICARBOXYLATE SALTS 
 
Published studies aimed at the prediction of solubilities in Bayer solutions are 
mostly restricted to mathematical fitting programs that produce equations to 
describe experimental data 
[92BG]. Such empirical approaches do not address the 
fundamental chemical phenomena of electrolyte solutions nor do they have 
application beyond the conditions peculiar to the refinery for which they were 
designed.  
 
A further problem with this method of modeling is the enormous amount of 
information required to make the necessary mathematical fitting reasonably 
robust. As stated previously (Section 1.3), the exact composition of the liquor 
varies throughout the process. This problem is particularly acute when 
considering organic impurities, which exist in a vast number of different, yet 
related, compounds. Modeling such liquors is a daunting task since in principle it 
would require experimental data for each component over a wide range of 
conditions.    
 
A potential solution to the problem of modeling complex solution mixtures such 
as Bayer liquors lies with Young’s rule, which postulates the additive nature of 
some of the thermodynamic properties of solutions. Hence, the ‘bulk’ or 
macroscopic properties of Bayer liquors can potentially be estimated by the 
summation of the thermodynamic properties of the individual liquor components.   
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Na2Ox is one of the key degradation products of the organic impurities present in 
Bayer systems. Its behaviour has significant impact on the process conditions and 
procedures within alumina refineries. Accordingly, the solution properties of 
Na2Ox have been a major focus of this thesis. As the range of potential organic 
impurities in Bayer liquors is very large, this thesis has focused further attention 
on two related substances; disodium malonate and disodium succinate. These 
compounds are not necessarily major organic impurities in industrial Bayer 
liquors, but they can serve as ‘model’ compounds that can be used to represent 
the macroscopic properties of the organic content of real Bayer liquors.  
 
 
1.5  OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH  
 
The Bayer process is of major economic significance to Australia and the world.  
However, despite being an important industrial process for well over a century, 
some of the chemistry of the Bayer process is still poorly understood. Much 
chemical research has focused on the behaviour and effects of organic impurities 
within the process stream. Without adequate control, organic impurities can have 
potentially catastrophic effects on product quality and process efficiency. It is 
therefore highly desirable to develop a better understanding of the behaviour of 
organic substances under Bayer-like conditions. Of particular relevance to the 
Bayer process are the interactions and thermodynamic properties of low 
molecular weight dicarboxylate salts. These salts are among the degradation 
products of organic material in Bayer liquors and some of them, such as Na2Ox,  
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can be particularly troublesome during the precipitation stages of the Bayer 
process. 
     
Hence, the aim of this study is to investigate some aspects of the solution 
chemistry of low molecular weight dicarboxylate salts of relevance to the Bayer 
process in concentrated electrolyte solutions. In particular, this study aims to 
quantify the formation constants of Na
+-dicarboxylate ion pairs at ionic strengths 
comparable to those found in Bayer liquors. A detailed study of the nature of 
Na
+-dicarboxylate ion pairs and the kinetics of their formation using the 
powerful technique of DRS has also been made. Apparent molal volumes and 
heat capacities of a number of dicarboxylate salts were investigated up to 
saturation concentrations to provide data that can be used to predict the 
macroscopic properties of Bayer liquors using Young’s rule. The solubilities of 
Na2Ox and CaOx⋅H2O have also been measured in various electrolytes at high 
ionic strength as both of these salts play key roles in the Bayer process. These 
measurements not only provide industrially useful information but also assist in 
understanding the factors that influence such solubilities.  
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Chapter Two 
 
Potentiometry 
 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Knowledge of the formation constants, β, of ion pairs is invaluable for describing 
the thermodynamic characteristics of concentrated solutions. With accurate 
information regarding formation constants the chemical speciation, ie, the exact 
identities of the species present in the solution and their respective 
concentrations, can be calculated. This information is vital for the mass balance 
equations required to model the precipitation stage of the Bayer process (Section 
1.4). There is a significant lack of accurate data regarding the formation 
constants of the species formed by most of the components found in Bayer 
liquors. In particular, there is practically no information on the formation 
constants of low molecular weight dicarboxylate anions and alkali metal ion 
pairs.  
 
The experimental method most frequently used to quantify formation constants is 
potentiometry [99C]. This method is of wide applicability and one of the most 
accurate available which, together with the inter-ionic attraction theory allows 
the interaction of ions in solution to be described. Dicarboxylate anions have the 
ability to form chelates with cations. If the generalised rule of chelation [70B] is 
followed then the oxalate chelate should be the strongest since it will form a five  
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membered chelate ring with the alkali metal cation. This is in contrast to the 
longer chained dicarboxylates such as malonate and succinate which form six 
and seven membered rings respectively and should therefore be less stable. As 
the likelihood of observing a significant binding constant is the greatest for 
NaOx
− it was determined first.    
 
2.1.1 Inter-ionic  attraction  theory 
 
An ideal solution can be defined as a solution that obeys Henry’s law. That is, for 
mixtures of volatile substances the vapour pressure of a solution component is 
equal to its vapour pressure as a pure component multiplied by its mole fraction 
concentration in the solution.  
 
2 H 2 x k P =         (2.1) 
 
where kH is a constant, (kH  ≠ 
o P2 ), the subscript 2 denotes the solute, the 
superscript o signifies the pure component, P is the vapour pressure and x is the 
mole fraction [94KR, 61LR]. An ideal solution behaves in a manner that is 
totally predictable and calculable using the laws of thermodynamics. For 
instance, there are no volume changes or heating effects associated with the 
mixing of two ideal solutions, a situation that rarely occurs in ‘real’ solutions.  
 
The change in Gibbs energy (G) of a solute in an ideal solution with 
concentration (c) is called the chemical potential, (µ), and is given by  
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where the superscript o indicates the chemical potential in the chosen standard 
state, R and T are the gas constant and (Kelvin) temperature respectively and c is 
the concentration of species i in solution. 
 
In water, dissolved solute ions spread throughout the solution by diffusion and 
undergo random thermal motion. As the concentration of the dissolved ions 
approaches infinite dilution, the solute ions rarely approach each other due to 
their relatively small numbers. Consequently, ion-ion interactions tend towards 
zero. In more concentrated solutions the probability of solute ions coming close 
to one another is higher and their interaction becomes more significant. It is the 
ion-ion interactions that account for an electrolyte’s thermodynamic 
characteristics deviating from those expected in an ideal solution [70RS, 61IJ].  
 
The departure of real electrolyte solutions from ideal behaviour led to a problem 
in that the mole fraction of the solute, although key, was no longer the sole factor 
in the species’ ability to alter the chemical potential according to Equation 2.2. 
The effect the electrostatic nature of the ion has on its neighbours, and also the 
neighbouring ions effect on the solute ion also contributes. Accordingly a new 
concept, called the ionic strength, (I), was defined by Lewis and Randall [61LR]. 
This combines the concentration and ionic charge of an electrolyte as follows 
 
∑ =
2
2
1
I i iz c       (2.3)  
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where ci is the concentration of the ionic species i and zi is the charge number of 
that species [70RS, 94KR]. 
 
The concepts of activity and activity coefficients were developed to describe the 
departure of a solute from the ideal state. They are directly analogous to the 
fugacity and fugacity coefficient of gases. The activity of an electrolyte is related 
to its concentration: 
 
a = γ ×  c      (2.4) 
 
where a represents the activity of the electrolyte, γ is the activity coefficient and 
c is the concentration. Adapting Equation 2.2 for a real solution means that 
concentration is replaced by activity  
 
i
0
i i   ln RT µ µ a + =       ( 2 . 5 a )  
 
i i
0
i i c lnγ RT µ µ + =       (2.5b) 
 
i i
0
i i γ ln RT c ln RT µ µ + + =      (2.5c) 
 
The activity coefficient, γ, is a dimensionless quantity that describes the non-
ideal part of the solution behaviour. Clearly, as the number of solute ions 
becomes fewer, and the activity coefficient of the solute tends to unity as the  
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concentration of solute goes to zero. In other words, as the concentration of 
solute falls, the solute-solute interactions are reduced and the activity of the 
solute approaches the concentration value [98BR, 70RS, 94KR].          
 
In real solutions it is impossible to add a single component ion to a solution. The 
law of electroneutrality requires that any ionic component added to a solution 
must have an accompanying counter-ion to balance the electrical charge. This 
means that the concentration of an ionic species cannot be changed without an 
accompanying change in the concentration of one or more counter-ions. It 
follows that it is impossible to determine the activity coefficient of an individual 
ion [86ZCR].  
 
Given this situation it is useful to define a number of terms. The first of these is 
the mean molality  
 
()
z z z 1
A C .m m m
− +
± =       (2.6) 
 
where z = (z+) + (z−) and z is the stoichiometric charge associated with the 
species, m denotes the molality and the subscript C and A represent the cation 
and anion respectively. Correspondingly, the mean ionic activity coefficient is 
defined as 
 
ν ν ν 1
A C ) .γ (γ γ
− +
± =       (2.7) 
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where ν is the stoichiometric number of cations and anions. Inserting Equations 
2.6 and 2.7 into Equation 2.5b gives 
 
( )
ν
± ± + = m γ ln RT µ µ
o
CA CA      (2.8) 
 
Chemical potential calculations were initially performed by using experimentally 
determined phase diagrams. This approach was quite limiting due to the 
extensive experimental work required. A theoretical breakthrough was made by 
Debye and Hückel who developed a limiting law for calculating activity 
coefficients [86ZCR] 
 
 
2.1.2.  The Debye-Hückel theory 
 
In the Debye-Hückel theory the solvent is thought of as a continuous dielectric 
medium upon which the ion interactions are superimposed. An ion in the 
solution, termed the reference ion (i), is arbitrarily selected. All calculations are 
then related to this one ion. The reference ion, with charge ei, will attract ions of 
opposite charge while repelling those of like charge. This results in the central 
ion being surrounded by an ‘ion cloud’ which, on average, has a higher charge 
density (ρ) of counter ions than the bulk solvent. For the laws of electroneutrality 
to be obeyed, the overall charge of the ion cloud must be equal and opposite to 
that of the reference ion. The difference in charges gives rise to a potential 
difference between the reference ion and the surrounding ions (ψ) [84C]. This 
potential difference is assumed to be the cause of the discrepancy between ideal  
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and non-ideal solutions and is related to the activity coefficient by the Debye-
Hückel equation 
 
I B 1
I z z A
logγ
°
− +
±
+
− =
a
      (2.9) 
 
where A and B is the Debye-Hückel constant for activity coefficients and z+ and 
z− are the valency of cation and anion respectively [70RS]. The numerator in 
Equation 2.9 accounts for the electrostatic interactions while the denominator 
introduces a factor for the finite size of the ions [86ZCR]. The symbol å in 
Equation 2.9 is the so called ‘distance of closest approach’, a term that tries to 
account for the finite size of the ion in solution. The Debye-Hückel constant 
incorporates the electrostatic potential between the reference ion and the 
surrounding ion cloud into a single, temperature dependant term defined by the 
equation 
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where e is the electronic charge, D is the dielectric constant, k is Boltzmans 
constant, T is the Kelvin temperature, ρo is the solvent density and NA is 
Avogadro’s number [86ZCR]. At 25 
oC, A is equal to 0.509 mol
-1/2L
1/2K
3/2. The 
value of β is given by 
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where the symbols have the same meanings as in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 (where 
relevant). It is readily shown that at low ionic strengh the Debye-Hückel equation 
reduces to the Debye-Hückel limiting law 
  
I z z A logγ − + ± − =        ( 2 . 1 2 )  
 
  The Debye-Hückel (D-H) equation and its limiting law proved successful in 
calculating the mean activity coefficients of electrolyte solutions for all 
electrolyte types but only for solutions of very low ionic strength. This limitation 
arises because the D-H limiting law is based on a number of assumptions that are 
correct only at very high levels of dilution. The main assumptions involved were 
that (a) the ions could be treated as point charges and (b) only long range 
coulombic forces operated between ions. Ignoring the physical size of the ions 
and the short range dispersive forces simplified the problem by allowing the 
forces between ions to be calculated purely by the laws of electrostatics. This 
supposition works well at low concentrations when the solute ions in solutions 
are a considerable distance apart but becomes increasingly inappropriate as the 
concentration increases. When the ions are in close proximity short range 
dispersion forces become dominant [98BR].  
 
Debye and Hückel also made other assumptions to simplify the mathematical 
treatment. In order to have the (ρr)/(ψ) relationship in a useable form it was  
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necessary that the theory apply only to solutions where the electrostatic potential 
between the reference ion and the ion cloud was much smaller than the thermal 
energy of the solution. This allowed the relationship to be simplified through a 
Taylor series expansion in which higher order terms were neglected. The 
assumption regarding the field strengths, although realistic at low concentrations, 
fails in more concentrated solutions due to the proximity of the solute ions 
[98BR].  
 
2.1.3  Extensions to the Debye-Hückel law 
 
In practice, the Debye-Hückel limiting law (Equation 2.12) can provide accurate 
predictions in solutions up to ca. 0.001 M [86ZCR] while the full Debye-Hückel 
equation (Equation 2.9)is applicable up to ca. 0.01 M. Modifications to the 
Debye-Hückel theory have been made to extend its applicability to higher 
concentrations. All of these have been empirical because of the complexity of 
short-range interactions in electrolyte solutions. A common ‘extended’ form of 
the Debye-Hückel equation is   
 
CI
I B 1
I z z A
logγ +
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− =
°
− +
±
a
      ( 2 . 1 3 )  
 
where the term C is an empirical parameter [86ZCR]. Equation 2.13 (and similar) 
can describe logγ± versus I up to I ≈ 0.1 M ionic strength. None of these modified 
equations can be used in solutions approximating the ionic strengths of synthetic 
Bayer liquors [98BR].  
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It has been found that the so-called ‘ion size parameter’ or distance of closest 
approach has no straightforward physical interpretation and is often strongly 
correlated with the value of C′. For this reason many workers prefer to fix its 
value for all electrolytes. For example Guggenheim [86ZCR] selected a common 
value for å =3.04Å so that B å is then equal to unity and then added an adjustable 
parameter so that Equation 2.9 becomes 
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±
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γ        ( 2 . 1 4 )  
 
In contrast to Guggenhiem, Pitzer [71P] uses Bå = 1.2 (See Section 4.2.2). 
 
Another extended form of the Debye-Hückel equation is the Brønsted-
Guggenheim-Scatchard model known as the specific ion interaction theory (SIT). 
This model is expressed in the equation  
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where A is the Debye-Hückel limiting law slope for activity coefficients 
(expressed in natural logarithms) and εγ(i, j) is an interaction coefficient 
expressing the short range interactions of the species i and j at molality mj 
[97GP]. The interaction coefficients are summed over all species present and, in 
the simplest case, are assumed to be concentration independent. The SIT model  
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also assumes that there are no interactions between species of like charge. 
[97GP].   
 
2.1.4  Ion pairing 
 
The inter-ionic attraction theory supposes that any ion is surrounded by a greater 
number of oppositely charged counter-ions. It is possible in such a model for the 
counter-ions to approach the reference ion so closely that the electrostatic 
potential between the ions becomes far greater than the thermal motion that act to 
maintain a random distribution of ions in solution. In this case the ions can be 
thought of as forming a pair that produces a separate thermodynamic entity, 
known as an ion pair [84C]. The ion pair so produced can survive for a finite 
period of time and through a number of inter atomic collisions [66N]. The ion 
pair can be distinguished from covalent complexes formed between the anion 
and cation. Unlike a covalent bond the ion pair does not share electrons in a 
single molecular orbital, which is generally directional in nature, but rather is 
held together by long range coulombic attraction [76HSS]. However, this 
difference is somewhat semantic and in practice, in both thermodynamic and 
experimental terms, not distinguishable [52W].  
 
A theory of ion-pairing was developed by Bjerrum 
[98BR] who reasoned that the 
potential energy between the two ions would pass through a minimum value as 
the counter-ion approached the reference ion. Bjerrum considered that all ions 
closer than the distance of minimum potential energy could be considered as 
forming an ion-pair with the reference ion. Given that the association of the ions  
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is at equilibrium, the extent of ion-pairing could then be expressed as an ion 
association constant [58HO, 70RS]. 
 
For an ion pairing process between cation C
n+ and anion A
m- 
 
C
n+
(aq) + A
m-
(aq)  CA
(n-m)+
(aq)      (2.16) 
 
The ion association constant is defined as (omitting charges for simplicity) 
 
 
A C
CA
IP a a
a
K =         ( 2 . 1 7 )  
 
The close association of two species of equal and opposite charge results in a 
species with zero charge. This means that the two ions are effectively removed 
from interacting electrostatically with the remaining ions in solution [98BR]. 
Such uncharged species do not contribute significantly to the conductance of a 
solution, a fact that will become relevant in later chapters [66N].  
 
There are a large number of experimental methods used to determine formation 
constants, including conductivity, spectrophotometry and distribution processes 
such as solubility.  
 
2.1.5  Ion pairing studies on dicarboxylate ions 
 
Estimating the strength of ion pairs or complexes is difficult due to the 
complicated nature of the interactions between the ions and the solvent.  
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However, there are general trends that can be used to give a qualitative estimate 
of KIP [99B].  
 
The size of the chelate ring formed between the metal ion and a chelating ligand 
is a crucial parameter in ion pair stability. All other factors being equal, the most 
stable ion pairs are those that form a five membered ring while larger chelate 
chain rings result in progressively less stable configurations [99B]. Thus, Ox
2−, 
which forms a five membered ring, is believed to be the most stable of 
dicarboxylate anions while the stabilities of malonate (Mal
2− ,6 membered) and 
succinate (Suc
2−, 7 membered) are progressively lower.  
 
The identity of the complexing cation also has a strong effect on the relative 
stability of the ion pair. There is a significant decrease in stability when the 
cation changes from a relatively large transition metal to a smaller alkali earth 
metal. The size of the cation is important since optimum binding efficiency is 
obtained when the size of the cation and the chelate ring match closely [52W]. 
The strongly electropositive nature of the alkaline earth metals, and particularly 
the alkali metals, also means that the strength of any ion pairs that are formed 
(such as that between Na
+ and Ox
2−) will be weak [84TW, 99B].  
   
The stability constants of metal ion-dicarboxylates have been the subject of only 
a few research papers. The literature is predominately concerned with 
quantifying the formation constants of carboxylates anions with transition and 
alkali-earth metal cations.  
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The majority of potentiometric studies in the literature focus upon 
monocarboxylates such as acetate and salicylate 
[85DRR] and the larger 
dicarboxlates such as malonate, glutarate, adipate 
[51PJ] and succinate 
[67MNT]. 
Studies are also somewhat limited in terms of the cation species. The transition 
metals 
[67MN], especially copper are the most frequently studied and there are also 
data for calcium and magnesium 
[52W]. Literature data for alkali metal ions such 
as sodium and potassium are far less frequent 
[81DRS]. A review on the methods 
for determining alkali metal complexes in aqueous solutions was prepared by 
Midgely 
[75M]; however, this was limited to inorganic anions and high molecular 
weight organic ligands such as citrate, tartrate and EDTA.    
   
Alkali metal association with dicarboxylates have also been studied by other 
means. Peacock and James used conductivity measurements to quantify the ion 
association. Unfortunately Na2Ox was not one of the systems they examined 
[51PJ]. Singh specifically investigated Na2Ox ion pairing using solubility 
measurements [89S] and Hind et al. used Fourier transform infra red (FTIR) and 
Raman infra red spectroscopy to study the interaction of alkali metals and oxalate 
in solution 
[98HBV]. Unfortunately, the sparingly soluble nature of Na2Ox (0.26 m) 
limits the applicability of such methods.     
 
The degree of ion pairing in solutions between sodium and oxalate is thought to 
be relatively low. However, when one of the solute species is present in large 
concentrations, as occurs in industrial Bayer liquors, even a small ion-pairing 
constant may become important. Information regarding the extent of ion pairing 
between Na
+ and Ox
2- is limited to low ionic strength solutions in the literature  
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and must be obtained experimentally. The most suitable method for determining 
the stability constant of Na2Ox in concentrated electrolyte media is by 
potentiometry.  
 
2.1.6  Potentiometry 
  
Potentiometry involves measuring the potential difference across an 
electrochemical cell containing an appropriate electrode sensitive to the ion of 
interest, called the indicator or ‘working’ electrode, and a reference electrode 
(RE) whose potential does not respond to the analyte ion in solution. The ion of 
interest forms part of an equilibrium at the interface of the indicator electrode 
which thus develops a potential according to the well known Nernst equation;  
 
i a log
F z
RT
E E
i
o + =
′       (2.18) 
 
where E is the potential or electromotive force, E
o′ is the ‘formal’ or standard 
potential in a standard solution. R, T, z and F have the usual meanings of the gas 
constant, Kelvin temperature, ionic charge and Faraday’s constant respectively. 
At 25 
oC and atmospheric pressure, the constants before the log term reduce to a 
value of 59.16/zi.  
 
The absolute value of the potential difference at an electrode surface cannot be 
determined. Only its value with respect to that of another reference electrode can 
be measured [01BL]. By convention the standard reference electrode is the 
hydrogen electrode. The potential between a platinum electrode at which the  
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oxidation of hydrogen gas, at one atmosphere pressure, to ionic hydrogen at unit 
activity is arbitrarily assigned a ‘half potential’ of zero and all other electrode 
processes are determined in relation to this standard. In practice, hydrogen 
electrodes are rather troublesome so other, more practical, electrodes are used 
more frequently for potentiometric studies. The ‘calomel’ electrode and the 
silver-silver chloride reference electrodes are the most common [82K, 61IJ]. The 
silver-silver chloride RE was used as the (principle) reference electrode in the 
present work.   
 
The indicator and reference electrodes are connected to a high impedance 
voltmeter and placed in a temperature controlled cell with a solution of the target 
ion. The reference electrode is typically separated from the target solution by 
using a salt bridge containing a concentrated electrolyte such as NaCl or KCl. 
High concentrations and appropriate choice of electrolyte in the salt bridge 
minimise the liquid junction potentials (LJPs) that arise when electrolyte 
solutions of differing concentrations and/or character are in contact. Such LJPs 
are caused by the differences in mobilities and activities of the ions in solution. 
Utilisation of a high concentration ion in the salt bridge is intended to ‘swamp’ 
the contributions of all other species. KCl is commonly used in salt bridges 
because the cations and anions have similar mobilities and, hence, the uneven 
partition of charged species at the electrode surface which generates the 
unwanted potential difference (LJP) will be minimised. Any LJP that does 
develop will be kept reasonably constant and can be effectively eliminated by an 
appropriate calibration procedure.  
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Potentiometric titrations for the study of complexation are usually performed on 
solutions containing not only the analyte ions but also high concentrations of an 
‘inert’, or ‘indifferent’ background electrolyte. The background electrolyte does 
not contribute directly to the potential; its purpose is to ‘swamp’ the analyte ions 
so that any variation in the activity coefficients of the solute of interest is 
minimised and, hence, activities become proportional to concentrations (i.e., the 
activity coefficients become constant).  
 
By far the most commonly used indicator electrode is the glass electrode (GE). 
The GE belongs to a type of electrode called ion-selective electrodes (ISE) due to 
their selective response to particular ions. The GE responds to the boundary 
potential created by protons (H
+
(aq)) in ion exchange equilibrium with a thin glass 
membrane at the tip of the electrode. 
 
It is known that under certain conditions the potential generated by a glass 
electrode is altered by factors other than H
+
(aq). For example, under alkaline 
conditions, GE’s consistently underestimate the H
+ activity. This systematic error 
is attributed to other singly charged ions in solution that interact with the glass 
membrane [01BL]. Common glass membranes usually comprise about 22 mol% 
Na2O, 6 mol% CaO and 72 mol% SiO2 and depending on this composition, the 
electrode rest potential varies according to the concentration of the interacting 
ion in a manner that approaches a Nernstian response. For instance, by 
introducing Al2O3 or B2O3, the glass membrane can be made to respond to Na
+ 
ion, a fact which has particular relevance to this study [01BL]. ISE’s have  
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likewise been developed that respond to Li
+, NH4
+ and other univalent cations in 
solution [92SL].  
 
 
2.1.7  Potentiometric determination of formation constants 
 
A strategy for determining formation constants by ISE potentiometry is to titrate 
a solution containing the anion of interest into an electrochemical cell containing 
a solution of the counter ion with which it may form a prospective ion pair. The 
titration is typically performed with appropriate concentrations of background 
electrolyte. With alkali metal-dicarboxylate anion ion pairing, the ligand 
deprotonates and is then free to bind with the cation. With accurate calibration, 
the indicator and reference electrode pair are able to determine the concentration 
of ‘free’ or unbound cations remaining in solution after each addition. It is 
important to allow sufficient time for the ion pairing to reach equilibrium and for 
the potential to reach a steady reading. With accurate knowledge of the 
concentrations, the changes in cation concentration with the addition of ligand 
can be used to determine to formation constants of the metal-ligand ion pair.     
 
In the case of the Na2Ox binding constant, the literature data suggests that this 
constant is difficult to measure. This is almost certainly because it is extremely 
weak, requiring the use of special procedures. 
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2.2  EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
 
2.2.1  Reagents and Glassware 
 
NaCl and CsCl were from BDH (U.K.). The stated purity of NaCl was 99.5 % 
w/w and CsCl was 99.9-100.1 % w/w. NaCl was used as received; the CsCl was 
heated under vacuum at 70 
oC for at least 24 h before use. Crystalline TMACl (≥ 
97% w/w) and CsOH⋅H2O (≥ 99.5% w/w) were from Aldrich. The TMACl was 
recrystallised twice from absolute ethanol and dried under reduced pressure.  
 
A standard solution of CsOH (also from Aldrich, ≥ 99.5% w/w) was prepared 
and then treated with excess Ba(OH)2 (Ajax, AR grade) to remove dissolved 
carbonate (CO2). The solution was left to stand for two days before filtration and 
dilution. TMAOH pentahydrate was from Sigma (≥ 97% w/w) and was purified 
by the addition of solid CaO (approx 0.5g per 250 mL of solution) followed by 
filtration. The procedures for the removal of CO2 from hydroxide solutions are 
given in detail in Sipos et al. 
[00SMH].  
 
Oxalic acid (H2Ox⋅2H2O) was from Ajax and was standardised by permanganate 
(KMnO4) titration. Solutions of KMnO4 were prepared from solid KMnO4 (Ajax, 
LR ≥ 99.0 %w/w), left to stand for several days, filtered to remove precipitated 
MnO2 and standardised (± 0.2% relative) before every use by titration against a 
0.0500 M Na2Ox (Ajax. ≥ 99.9 %w/w) solution. Tetramethylammonium oxalate 
(TMA2Ox) and caesium oxalate (Cs2Ox) solutions were obtained by 
neutralisation of H2Ox⋅H2O with concentrated TMAOH and CsOH solutions  
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respectively. All solutions were prepared from high purity water (Millipore 
Milli-Q system) boiled under high purity nitrogen [00SMH].      
 
2.2.2  Electrodes 
 
Commercial Na-ISEs (Metrohm, model 6.0501.100) were used throughout this 
study. Between titrations the electrodes were stored in 0.1 M NaCl solutions. 
Silver-silver chloride reference electrodes (RE) were constructed in the 
laboratory and consisted of silver wire in contact with silver chloride solid. The 
RE filling solution was 5 M NaCl except in the case of titrations involving 
TMACl when the RE contained 3 M KCl. The RE was kept separate from the 
analyte solution by a salt bridge containing either 3 M KCl or 5 M NaCl 
depending on the test solution. The cell can be described as 
 
Reference half cell        Salt bridge                  Test solution       
       solution                              solution 
 
  Ag | AgCl | R′Cl (5.0 or 3.0M) || R′Cl (5.0 or 3.0M) || Ox
2−, Na
+,OH
−, I(RCl) | Na-ISE 
                                          Ej1        Ej2   
 
 
where R′ denotes Na
+ or K
+ in the reference electrode and salt bridge solutions, 
R is the cation of the background electrolyte (Cs
+, TMA
+), I (RCl) indicates the 
solution was held at constant ionic strength with appropriate amounts of RCl and 
Ej1 and Ej2 are LJPs.  
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2.2.3  Titration Apparatus 
 
The potentiometric titrations were performed in a 100 mL tall-form jacketed 
glass cell. The cell was capped with a teflon cover containing five holes to insert 
the Na-ISE, RE, gas inlet and outlets and burette tip. The cell was maintained at 
25.0 ± 0.01 
oC by a Haake N3 circulator-thermostat cooled with a secondary 
refrigerated Neslab circulator-thermostat set to 22.0 ± 0.5 
oC. The solution 
temperature inside the cell was determined using a thermistor constructed in the 
laboratory. The thermistor was calibrated against a NIST-traceable quartz crystal 
thermometer (Hewlett-Packard, model HP2804A) achieving an overall accuracy 
in temperature of ± 0.02 
oC  
 
Carbon dioxide was excluded from the cell by bubbling AR grade nitrogen 
through the solution. The high purity gas was passed from a commercial cylinder 
(fitted with a stainless steel diaphragm regulator) into the titration cell through 
brazed copper piping and the minimum length of high density PTFE ‘bellows’ 
tubing needed for the creation of flexible joints.   
 
Titration control and data collection was performed by a computer controlled 
high precision titration system designed at Murdoch University. The system 
consists of a high impedance digital voltmeter, a Metrohm model 665 automatic 
burette and an IBM PC that runs the ‘TITRATE’ computer programme 
[91MMH, 
01C].    
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2.2.4  Titration Procedure 
 
Stock solutions of the relevant chemicals were diluted to prepare titrand solutions 
of the required ionic strength with a known Na
+ concentration ≤ 5mM. Excess 
TMAOH or CsOH was added to ensure the solution was approx pH 12.5. The 
high pH ensured that the oxalate anion was predominantly dissociated and 
reduced the interference to the NaISE from H
+ ions. Due to the large contribution 
of the oxalate anion to the ionic strength, the titrant solution was 0.25 M 
TMA2Ox or Cs2Ox. The oxalate concentration was determined by manual 
titration with acidified permanganate according to the procedure set out in Vogel 
[78BDJ]. 
 
A known volume of titrand was added to the cell. Stirring was commenced and 
the flow of nitrogen started. The electrodes were inserted into the solution and 
allowed to equilibrate. Thermal and electrical equilibration was normally 
achieved in less than 10 minutes. The Na-ISE was calibrated in situ using a 
known Na
+ concentration and the equilibrium rest potential of the cell according 
to the modified Nernst equation 
 
[ ]
+ − = Na 59.16Log E E
o'       ( 2 . 1 9 )  
 
where E
o′ is the formal cell potential, E is the observed potential and the square 
brackets indicate concentration. The computer programme ‘TITRATE’ was then 
started which carried out the titration according to preset parameters and logged 
the raw titration data [01C].   
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2.2.5  Data Analysis 
 
Preliminary analysis involved calculation of the ion pair association constants 
using simple equations derived from first principles. Assuming only one ion-pair, 
NaOx
-, is formed according to the equation  
 
− NaOx β
       
    Na
+ + Ox
2−    NaOx
−      (2.20) 
 
It is assumed that the concentrated background electrolyte keeps the mean molal 
activity coefficients (Equation 2.7) reasonably constant. Recalling the relation 
between activities and concentrations (Equation 2.4), and the definition of the ion 
pairing constant (Equation 2.17), we can use concentrations instead of activities 
to give 
 
[ ]
[] [ ] T
2 NaOx
Ox Na
NaOx
− +
−
= − β        ( 2 . 2 1 )  
 
The mass balance for Na
+ is 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
− + + + = NaOx Na Na T       ( 2 . 2 2 )  
 
where the subscript T denotes the total concentration. Equation 2.21 is easily 
rearranged to give   
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[ ] [ ][ ]T
2
NaOx Ox Na β NaOx
− +
−
− =      ( 2 . 2 3 )  
 
Inserting equation (2.23) into (2.22)  
 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]T
2
NaOx T Ox Na β Na Na
− +
−
+ + + =      (2.24) 
 
By taking a common term, this rearranges to 
 
[ ]
[]
[] T
2
T
NaOx
Ox
1
Na
Na
β
−
+
+
−
 


 


−
=      ( 2 . 2 5 )  
  
[Na
+]T and [Ox
2-]T are the experimentally controlled variables. The ‘free’, or 
unbound Na
+ can be accurately measured by a Na-ISE. The raw titration data 
was imported in to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format and the binding 
constant calculated according to equation (2.25). The calculations were 
performed at each titration data point with the observed EMF used to calculate 
the concentration of free Na
+. The ‘total’ concentrations of Na
+ and Ox
2− were 
calculated from the dilution of the stock titrand whose concentrations were 
determined by an independent experimental method such as KMnO4 titration in 
the case of [Ox
2−]T and gravimetrically (by amount NaCl used) plus allowance 
for impurities (determined by ICPAES or potentiometry) with [Na
+]T.  
 
The formation constant values were then optimised using least squares analysis 
provided by the ESTA (Equilibrium Simulation for Titration Analysis) suite of 
software programmes [85MMW, 88MMW]. The programme can be used to  
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calculate the optimum formation constants, component concentrations and 
volumes and electrode characteristics such as electrode slope and electrode 
intercept [88MMW]. Using the programme ESTA2B, the titration concentrations 
are varied to obtain the ‘best’ or closest fit with the experimental titration data. 
The ‘closeness of fit’ of the calculated and theoretical curves is expressed by the 
objective function, U, defined by 
 
() () ∑ ∑
= =
− − − − =
e n
1 q
2 calc
nq
obs
nq nq
N
1 n
1
e
1
p y y w n n N U      (2.26) 
 
where N is the total number of titration points, np is the total number of 
electrodes, ne is the number of parameters to be optimised, ynq is either total 
concentration of electrode ion q or the potential of the electrode q at the n
th point 
and wnq is a weighting parameter [99C]. A small objective function signifies that 
the experimental data deviates from the model only slightly. The ESTA2B 
programme systematically alters the initial estimates of parameters of the system, 
provided by the user, according to a Gauss-Newton method until the objective 
function has reached its minimum value for the data set [88MMW]. A reliable 
titration is indicated when the minimum possible objective function is obtained 
with only a small difference in analyte concentration from the independently 
determined concentrations (from such methods as permanganate titration or in 
situ calibration). The ESTA programmes are capable of analysing and fitting 
stability constants over a number of separate titrations to obtain accurate 
equilibrium constants. 
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2.3  CHARACTERISATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE NaISE 
 
2.3.1  Calibration 
 
It is obviously desirable that the Na-ISE responds in a Nernstian manner 
throughout the titration, particularly at low Na
+ concentrations. The titration 
solutions were prepared so that the Na
+ concentrations were much smaller than 
those of the oxalate ligand in order to maximise the ability of the electrode to 
detect ion pairing. It was therefore necessary to calibrate the Na-ISE over the 
range of low Na
+ concentrations expected in the presence of appropriate 
concentrations of background electrolyte. 
 
The calibration was performed by titrating a NaCl solution (with background 
electrolyte) of known concentration in the cell containing a solution of 
background electrolyte. The response of the Na-ISE to the sodium concentration 
at different ionic strengths at pH 12.5 is displayed in Figure 2.1. 
 
As can be seen from the figure, the observed EMF varies linearly at relatively 
high Na
+ concentrations (-log[Na
+] ≤ 3.0) with a gradient below but approaching 
Nernstian (ca. 57 mV as opposed to 59.16 mV). However, at lower 
concentrations there is increasing curvature in the slope corresponding to a more 
significant departure from the ideal response. Such behaviour in ISEs is quite 
common and has a number of causes such as impurities in the test solutions, 
interferences from other species [02BP, 97B], partial membrane dissolution 
[01KHM] or inadequacies in membrane behaviour [98CHM]. Regardless of the  
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source, the phenomenon can be treated as if it were due solely to a Na
+ impurity 
in the background electrolyte media [01KHM].  
  
2.3.2  Determination of sodium impurities 
 
Whereas the total Ox
2- ligand concentration can be determined accurately by 
standard volumetric techniques, the Na
+ concentration is more difficult to fix 
because it is present in low concentrations in many chemicals as an impurity. As 
the required Na
+ concentration is quite small in the titrand solution ( ∼5 ppm), 
any Na
+ impurities that are present in the solution may have a significant effect. 
It is worthwhile recalling that sodium is ubiquitous throughout the environment 
and that solutions are prepared and titrated in pyrex-glass apparatus. 
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Figure 2.1.  The response of the NaISE to Na
+ concentration in the presence of 
high concentrations of TMACl background electrolyte; (×) 0.2 M, (∆) 0.5 M, (◊) 
1.0 M, (○) 2.0 M, (□) 4.0 M.  
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Furthermore, the problem is exacerbated when dealing with the weak interaction 
between sodium and oxalate since it is necessary to maximise the [Ox
2−]/[Na
+] 
ratio to produce the largest experimental effect on a Na
+ sensitive electrode 
[81DRS]. The magnitude of [Ox
2−] is limited by its large contribution to the ionic 
strength so increases in the [Ox
2−]/[Na
+] ratio can only be achieved by lowering 
[Na
+]. This increases the impact of any impurities and makes allowance for them 
imperative. 
 
The sodium impurity, or its mathematical equivalent [01KHM], can be 
determined potentiometrically by assuming a Nernstian response and using the 
method of standard additions according to the equation; 
 
()
() ) o A o
E
A A
x
V V V
C V
c
− + ×
×
= ∆
16 . 59 10
       ( 2 . 2 7 )  
  
where cx is the concentration of the impurity, VA, Vo, and CA are the volume of 
the standard solution added, the initial volume of the test solution before addition 
and the concentration of the standard solution respectively. ∆E is the voltage 
change bought about by the standard addition [98CHM]. In solutions containing 
CsCl background electrolyte, this method yielded a sodium ion impurity of 4.0 × 
10
-4 M in a 1 M CsCl solution. This equates to a Na
+ impurity of ∼55 ppm in the 
solid, a figure roughly consistent with the manufacturer’s stated sodium impurity 
level of ≤ 0.002 % w/w (20 ppm).  
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The Na
+ content in the test solutions was independently determined by 
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICPAES) to be ∼ 2.9 
× 10
-4 M. The ICPAES measurements were made by the Marine and Freshwater 
Research Laboratory at Murdoch University and confirmed the sodium levels 
measured by potentiometry.       
 
Similar measurements were made for the TMACl solutions. Initial experiments 
showed very high levels of Na
+ (1.0 × 10
-2 M). Duplicate re-crystallisations from 
absolute ethanol lowered the Na
+ concentration to approximately 5.0 × 10
-5 M in 
a 1 M TMACl solution. This value corresponds to ∼10.0 ppm in the solid. 
ICPAES determined the impurity to be ∼3.5 × 10
-5 M in a 1 M TMACl solution.   
 
Further potential sources of Na
+ impurities are the H2Ox and TMA or Cs 
hydroxide solutions. All of the solutions were analysed by ICPAES and the Na
+ 
concentrations were incorporated into the total sodium impurity value. By taking 
into account the calculated impurity in the solution, a recalculation of the 
calibration curves (Figure 2.2) gave an excellent linear response with an almost 
Nernstian slope (58.8 ±0.2 mV) at [Na
+] ≥ 1 × 10
-4 M.     
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Figure 2.2.  Calibration curve for NaISE in TMACl media; 4.0 M TMACl, (□) 
raw results, (■) corrected for all Na
+ impurities; 2.0 M TMACl; (○) raw results, 
(●)  corrected for all Na
+ impurities. 
 
2.4  SODIUM ION-ASSOCIATION CONSTANTS FROM Na
+ISE  
TITRATIONS 
 
2.4.1  Titrations in CsCl media 
 
Titrations were initially performed with CsCl as the background electrolyte. The 
concentration of the Na
+ originating from the CsCl was determined by ICPAES 
and incorporated into the calculation of β. A sample calculation of the 
association constant according to Equation 2.24 is summarised in Table 2.3. The 
calculation produces (impossible) negative values of βNaOx-. Extensive tests and 
analyses eventually indicated it was also necessary to allow for the Na
+ impurity 
in the burette solution in the manner described above. Typically burette solutions  
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were 0.25 M in oxalate at I = 1 M (CsCl). Such solutions were prepared from 
oxalic acid (H2Ox), neutralised using concentrated CsOH solutions to the desired 
pH, with addition of the appropriate amount of CsCl solid to make up the final 
ionic strength. All of these electrolytes are potential sources of Na
+ impurities. 
ICPAES analysis gave approximate Na
+ concentrations in the solids; H2Ox: 142 
ppm, CsOH: 230 ppm and CsCl: 12 ppm. Clearly the majority of the 
contamination in the burette solution comes from the CsOH.  
 
The calculation of the association constant incorporating the total sodium 
impurities is displayed in Table 2.3. The correction was applied to the same data 
used to generate Table 2.2. Direct comparison of the data demonstrates the effect 
that even small amounts of impurities have on the calculated value of βNaOx-. By 
incorporating the independently measured (ICPAES) Na
+ impurities from all 
sources, a constant of β = 0.00 ± 0.06 was obtained in 1M CsCl solutions from a 
total of four titrations at two different starting concentrations of Na
+. The errors 
from the titrations showed reasonably random distributions. This ‘null’ result 
indicates that the formation of NaOx
− cannot be detected in CsCl media. This is a 
little surprising since both solubility and DRS data [03BSM] suggest that NaOx
− 
does form. A possible explanation for the null result is that the Cs
+ ions are 
competing with the sodium ions to associate with oxalate. Although Cs
+ is 
generally thought of as being less strongly complexing than Na
+, the large 
concentration of caesium ions may ‘swamp’ any effect due to the complexation 
of Ox
2− by Na
+ [01KHM]. In order to test this possibility (of competition for 
Ox
2− between Cs
+ and Na
+) it was decided to attempt similar measurements in 
TMACl, which is thought to be an even less complexing medium than CsCl.    
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2.4.2  Titrations in TMACl media 
 
A significant complexation of Ox
2- by Na
+ was observed in TMACl (Table 2.1) 
by using the same procedure developed for 1 M (CsCl) and taking careful 
account of the Na
+ impurities in TMACl (from potentiometry), TMAOH and 
H2Ox (from ICPAES). Titrations in TMACl media were performed at two 
different starting Na
+ concentrations and with two independently calibrated 
NaISE’s to minimise the chances of systematic error. Initial calculations were 
performed in an Excel spreadsheet (Table 2.4). The individual titrations were 
combined and the constant calculated using the ESTA2B programme to provide 
the most accurate ‘global’ value for the associations constant. The β values were 
found to be independent of [Na
+] throughout, indicating that no ‘polynuclear’ 
species were formed and also that the activity of Na
+ does not vary significantly 
over the concentration range studied. As expected, the values of βNaOx- were very 
low (Figure 2.3). The change in the constant with increasing ionic strength also 
varied in accordance with the extended Debye-Huckel theory. 
 
 
2.4.3  Standard value of β(NaOx
−) 
 
Although the focus of this study has been on quantifying the formation constant 
of Na2Ox at high ionic strengths, it is useful to estimate β(NaOx
−) at infinite 
dilution, which allows a comparison to be made with literature values.  
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Table 2.1.   Association constants of the sodium oxalate ion pair. 
 
Ionic 
strength 
(/M) 
 
[Na
+] 
(mM) 
LogβNaOx- 
(SDɑ) 
β 
(/M
-1) 
No. titns./ 
No. data 
pointsƅ 
 
OBJEC 
0.2 
 
2.0 
 
0.1939(51) 1.56  4/124 5.355x10
-3 
0.5 2.0,  5.0 
 
0.1426(19) 1.39  4/124  3.88x10
-3 
1.0 2.0,  5.0 
 
0.1364(26) 1.37  3/93  1.314x10
-2 
2.0 2.0,  5.0 
 
0.1737(31) 1.49  5/155 3.810x10
-2 
4.0 2.0 
 
0.3350(59) 2.16  3/93  1.268x10
-1 
ɑ Internal standard deviation, real errors are generally an order of magnitude 
greater. ƅ Total number of data points from various titrations. c Objective function 
with respect to the observed e.m.f. 
 
 
Measurements at high ionic strength such as those performed in this study are not 
particularly suitable for extrapolation to infinite dilution as the extrapolation is 
rather dependant on the type of function used and any errors in the data. 
Reasonable estimates of β
o(NaOx
−) can be made by applying an extended form 
of the Debye-Huckel equation (Equation 2.14) with the equilibrium constant 
expression (Equation 2.17) omitting charges for simplicity. 
 
 
A C
CA o
a a
a
β =
A A C C
CA CA
γ c γ c
γ c
=
A C
CA
A C
CA
γ γ
γ
.
c c
c
=    (2.28)  
 
4
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Table 2.2.    Calculation of βNaOx- from titration data with no allowance for Na
+ impurities in 1M CsCl at 25
 oC. 
                     
[Na]T (M) 2.072×10
-3   Vi  (mL)  14.985              
     [C2O4
2-]  (M)  0.2039              
     E0  (mV)  295.37              
                      
EOBS / mV 
 
   
VADD / mL 
 
 
VT / mL 
 
   
[Na
+]  
(/10
3 M) 
 
 
[Na
+]T  
(/10
3 M) 
   
[C2O4
2-]T  
(/10
2 M) 
   
1 / [C2O4
2-] 
(/M
-1) 
 
 {[Na
+]T / [Na
+]} – 1 
(/10
2 ) 
   
β1 
(/ M
-1) 
 
135.5    0.7  15.685   1.985 1.979    0.910    109.89  -0.273    -0.30 
135.2    0.9  15.885   1.962 1.954    1.16    86.56  -0.373    -0.32 
135.0    1.1  16.085   1.946 1.930    1.39    71.72  -0.842    -0.60 
134.6    1.3  16.285   1.916 1.906    1.63    61.44  -0.523    -0.32 
134.4    1.5  16.485   1.901 1.883    1.86    53.90  -0.962    -0.52 
133.6    2.0  16.985   1.843 1.828    2.40    41.65  -0.838    -0.35 
132.9    2.5  17.485   1.794 1.775    2.92    34.30  -1.01    -0.35 
132.2    3.0  17.985   1.745 1.726    3.40    29.40  -1.11    -0.33 
131.6    3.5  18.485   1.705 1.679    3.86    25.90  -1.51    -0.39 
130.9    4.0  18.985   1.659 1.635    4.30    23.28  -1.45    -0.34 
129.6    5.0  19.985   1.577 1.553    5.10    19.60  -1.53    -0.30 
128.4    6.0  20.985   1.505 1.479    5.83    17.15  -1.73    -0.30 
127.4    7.0  21.985   1.448 1.412    6.49    15.40  -2.48    -0.38 
126.3    8.0  22.985   1.387 1.351    7.10    14.09  -2.64    -0.37 
125.3    9.0  23.985   1.334 1.294    7.65    13.07  -3.00    -0.39 
124.8    10.0  24.985   1.309 1.242    8.16    12.25  -5.05    -0.62 
                 Mean    -0.39 
                 Standard deviation  0.10 
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Table 2.3.      Calculation of βNaOx- from titration data, taking into account Na
+ impurity in 1M CsCl at 25
 oC. 
                       
[Na
+]ADD (M)  2.02×10
-3   Vi (mL)  14.985                
[Na
+]IMP1 (M)  2.11×10
-4   [C2O4
2-] (M)  0.2039                
[Na
+]IMP2 (M)  1.26×10
-4   E0 (mV)  293.44                
                        
                        
EOBS (mV) 
 
  
VADD (mL) 
 
 
VT (mL) 
 
  
 
[Na
+]  
(/10
3 M) 
 
[Na
+]ADD + IMP1 
(/10
3 M) 
 
[Na
+]IMP2 
(/10
5 M) 
 
[Na
+]T 
(/10
3 M) 
  
[C2O4
2-]T  
(/10
2 M) 
 
1 / [C2O4
2-] 
 
 
 {[Na
+]T / [Na
+]} – 1 
 
 
      β1 
 
 
135.2   0.9  15.885    2.115  2.106 0.7139  2.113    1.16  86.56  -6.65×10
-4 -0.06 
135.0   1.1  16.085    2.098  2.080 0.8617  2.088    1.39  71.72  -4.63×10
-3 -0.33 
134.6   1.3  16.285    2.066  2.054 1.006  2.064    1.63  61.44  -6.81×10
-4 -0.04 
134.4   1.5  16.485    2.050  2.029 1.146  2.041    1.86  53.90  -4.35×10
-3 -0.23 
133.6   2.0  16.985    1.987  1.970 1.484  1.984    2.40  41.65  -1.23×10
-3 -0.05 
132.9   2.5  17.485    1.933  1.913 1.802  1.931    2.92  34.30  -1.13×10
-3 -0.04 
132.2   3.0  17.985    1.882  1.860 2.102  1.881    3.40  29.40  -2.13×10
-4 -0.01 
131.6   3.5  18.485    1.838  1.810 2.386  1.834    3.86  25.90  -2.42×10
-3 -0.06 
130.9   4.0  18.985    1.789  1.762 2.655  1.789    4.30  23.28  -8.83×10
-6 0.00 
129.6   5.0  19.985    1.700  1.674 3.152  1.705    5.10  19.60  2.96×10
-3 0.06 
128.4   6.0  20.985    1.623  1.594 3.603  1.630    5.83  17.15  4.54×10
-3 0.08 
127.4   7.0  21.985    1.561  1.522 4.012  1.562    6.49  15.40  5.75×10
-4 0.01 
126.3   8.0  22.985    1.495  1.455 4.385  1.499    7.10  14.09  2.57×10
-3 0.04 
125.3   9.0  23.985    1.438  1.395 4.728  1.442    7.65  13.07  2.56×10
-3 0.03 
124.8   10.0  24.985    1.411  1.339 5.043  1.389    8.16  12.25  -1.51×10
-2 -0.18 
                       
                      Mean -0.05 
                     Standard deviation  0.11  
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Table 2.4. Calculation  of  βNaOx− from titration data, taking into account Na
+ impurity in 1 M TMACl at 25 
oC. 
[Na
+]ADD (M)  2.21×10
-3   V i (mL)  14.9855                   
[Na
+]IMP1 (M)  5.04×10
-5   [C2O4
2-] (M)  0.2473                 
[Na
+]IMP2 (M)  1.48×10
-3   E 0 (mV)  258.235                   
                       
EOBS (mV) 
 
  
VADD / mL 
 
 
VT / mL 
 
  
 
[Na
+] 
(/ 10
3 M) 
 
[Na
+]IMP1 + IMP2 
(/ 10
3 M) 
 
[Na
+]IMP2 
(/ 10
5 M) 
 
   [Na
+]T  
(/ 10
3 M) 
 
[C2O4
2-]T 
(/ 10
2 M) 
 
1 / [C2O4
2-] 
 
 
 
 {[Na
+]TOT / [Na
+]} – 1 
 
 
β1 
(/ M
-1) 
 
114.1  4.0  18.985    3.809  4.041  1.13  4.052    5.21  19.19  6.40×10-2 1.23 
113.1  4.5  19.485    3.663  3.937  1.24  3.950    5.71  17.51  7.82×10-2 1.37 
112.5  5.0  19.985    3.579  3.839  1.34  3.852    6.19  16.16  7.64×10-2 1.24 
110.9  6.0  20.985    3.363  3.656  1.54  3.671    7.07  14.14  9.18×10-2 1.30 
109.4  7.0  21.985    3.172  3.490  1.71  3.507    7.87  12.70  1.06×10-1 1.34 
108.1  8.0  22.985    3.015  3.338  1.87  3.356    8.61  11.62  1.13×10-1 1.31 
106.9  9.0  23.985    2.878  3.199  2.02  3.219    9.28  10.78  1.18×10-1 1.28 
105.5   10.0  24.985    2.725  3.071  2.15  3.092    9.90 10.10  1.35×10-1 1.36 
104.4   11.0  25.985    2.611  2.952  2.28  2.975    10.50  9.55  1.39×10-1 1.33 
103.2   12.0  26.985    2.492  2.843  2.39  2.867    11.00  9.09  1.51×10-1 1.37 
102.2   13.0  27.985    2.397  2.741  2.50  2.766    11.50  8.70  1.54×10-1 1.34 
101.2    14.0 28.985    2.305  2.647  2.60  2.673    11.90  8.37  1.59×10-1 1.33 
100.3    15.0 29.985    2.226  2.559  2.69  2.585    12.40  8.08  1.62×10-1 1.31 
99.2    16.0 30.985    2.133  2.476  2.78  2.504    12.80  7.83  1.74×10-1 1.36 
98.4    17.0 31.985    2.067  2.399  2.86  2.427    13.10  7.61  1.74×10-1 1.32 
97.5    18.0 32.985    1.996  2.326  2.93  2.355    13.50  7.41  1.80×10-1 1.33 
96.6    19.0 33.985    1.927  2.257  3.01  2.287    13.80  7.23  1.87×10-1 1.35 
95.8    20.0 34.985    1.868  2.193  3.07  2.224    14.10  7.07  1.90×10-1 1.35 
                       
                  Mean    1.32 
                  Standard deviation  0.04  
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Figure 2.3.   Values of LogβNaOx- in TMACl media at 25 
oC. 
 
 
A C
CA o
γ γ
γ
.log Logβ Logβ =       (2.29) 
 
The term comprising activity coefficients can be replaced with an equation that 
models activity coefficients at high concentrations such as Equation 2.9 (Section 
2.1.3). Equation 2.9 was derived for the mean activity coefficient. This equation 
is not appropriate when considering equilibria involving species with 
unsymmetrical valencies. It is readily shown [62G] that the extended Debye-
Hückel equation for the ion-pairing equilibrium (Equation 2.16) is 
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I C
I a B 1
I z A
Logγ β
o
2
i
i ′ +
+
∆
=        ( 2 . 3 0 )  
 
Inserting Equation 2.30 into Equation 2.29 for the ion pairing equilibrium gives 
 
I C
I B 1
I z A
Logβ Logβ β
β
2
i o ′ +
+
∆
+ =      (2.31) 
where 
 
2
A
2
C
2
CA
2
i z z z ∆z − − =        ( 2 . 3 2 )  
 
and where Bβ and  β C′  are empirical parameters. The distance of closest approach 
is a term with little physical meaning (Section 2.1.3), especially since the Ox
2− 
anion cannot be considered a spherical ion [84TW]. There is also a strong 
correlation between βå and C′ [01KHM, 97GP]. Hence, in this study, B 
multiplied by the distance of closest approach term is replaced in favour of an 
empirical parameter, Bβ. 
 
The experimental data were fitted to Equation 2.31 using the TableCurve 
software programme [97S] and showed a strong correlation between Logβ
o, Bβ 
and  β C′ .  Fixing Bβ at the Pitzer value of 1.2 gave Cβ′ = 0.186 and Log 
β
o(NaOx
−) = 0.82. 
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The value of Log β
o(NaOx
−) found in this study is in reasonable agreement with 
the sparse literature data. Buchner et al. [03BSM] measured the binding constant 
of the NaOx
− ion pair by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. Their value of Log 
β
o(NaOx
−) at 25 
oC was ∼ 1.0. Values for the NaOx
− ion pair quoted by Singh 
[89S] were determined by solubility and potentiometry at 37 
oC and are given as 
Log β
o(NaOx
−) ≅ 1.11 and 0.95 respectively.  
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Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) can provide information on ion pairing 
but, in addition, it can yield more detailed information on the molecular structure 
of the ion pairs and, in favorable circumstances, the kinetics of ion pair 
formation. Ion pairing between Na
+ and Ox
2− has been studied by DRS 
previously [03BSM]. DRS has therefore been applied to the closely related 
dicarboxylate salts sodium succinate (Na2Suc) and sodium malonate (Na2Mal).  
 
3.1.1 Structure of electrolyte solutions 
 
The unique structure of water enables it to hydrogen bond with neighbouring 
water molecules. It can be shown through a series of simple calculations that the 
mutual potential energy of the hydrogen bonds is significantly stronger that the 
energy of the random thermal motion that attempts to achieve a uniform 
distribution throughout the solution [66N]. A molecular-level view of pure water 
is one in which the molecules undergo extensive hydrogen bonding to form large 
‘open formed’ lattices. It is the large potential energy contained in these 
hydrogen bonds that causes water to have such a relatively high heat capacity and  
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boiling point, while the change in long range order and regularization of the open 
nature of the water lattice is responsible for the expansion of water as it freezes 
[94KR, 84C].  
 
The structure of water is not static: the random kinetic motion of molecules, 
although of lower overall energy than the hydrogen bonds, succeed frequently in 
breaking the local crystal lattice structure of water and ‘free’ the constituent 
molecules. The unbound water molecules can then move through the solution 
and form other hydrogen bonds with other water molecules. The overall model is 
of large aggregates of water molecules that are constantly forming, breaking 
down and then reforming with other water molecules [66N, 84C, 94KR].             
  
The addition of solute ions to pure water, such as in the dissolution of a solid salt, 
has a dramatic effect on the structure of the solution. The charged species exert 
an electrostatic attraction on the water dipole that is considerably stronger than 
the mutual electrostatic energy of the hydrogen bonds between the water 
molecules [66N]. The large aggregates of water molecules break down to some 
extent and the extremely strong electric fields draw the individual solvent dipoles 
closely around the ion to form what is referred to as the ion’s primary hydration 
layer. In some cases the electric field of the ion is sufficiently strong to pull 
additional solvent molecules in around the primary hydration layer to form a 
secondary hydration layer. Due to shielding by the water molecules the field 
strength diminishes rapidly away from the ion and, at some given distance away 
from its centre, the water molecules surrounding the central ion are 
undistinguishable from the molecules in the bulk solvent. The number of water  
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molecules bound to the central ion is called the ‘hydration number’ of the ion. 
This is an important parameter in solution chemistry although it is difficult to 
determine exactly due to the dynamic nature of the phenomenon, especially the 
gradual merging of the secondary hydration layer with the bulk solvent [66N, 
77BAJ].  
 
3.1.2.  Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy 
 
Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) is a sensitive technique that provides 
detailed information on the structure and molecular motion in solutions from 
measurements of the dielectric response of a solution to a rapidly alternating 
applied electric field, E(ν). 
 
Molecules in a solution influenced by an external electrical field become 
polarized. The total polarization of the solution originates from the alignment of 
permanent dipoles with the applied electric field as well as induced dipoles 
formed within the solute and solvent molecules: 
 
P(t) = Pµ(t) + Pα
eq      (3.1) 
 
where P(t) is the time-dependant polarization created by the alternating electric 
field, Pµ is the polarization due to permanent dipoles and Pα is the polarization 
arising from induced dipoles. The latter is always at equilibrium with the applied 
electric field, regardless of how quickly the field orientation changes. 
Consequently, the induced dipole term in Equation (3.1) is given a superscript to 
denote the equilibrium state. In contrast, the permanent dipole requires a small  
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but finite time to adjust to each change in the applied electric field. This time is 
called the relaxation time of the dipole (τ) 
[90BR]. Thus, the permanent dipoles’ 
contribution to the total polarization is time dependant and can be described as 
 
Pµ(t) = Pµ
eq . FOR(t)      (3.2) 
 
with Pµ
eq being the equilibrium polarization of the permanent dipole and FOR(t) 
being the time dependant autocorrelation function 
[90BBB].  
 
The DRS apparatus measures the relative complex reflection coefficient (Γ) of 
the sample against the frequency of the electric field changes, (ν) and calculates 
the dielectric permittivity and the total dielectric loss 
[97A]. As the frequency is 
increased from zero up to the teraherz region the relaxation processes in solution 
are progressively outpaced by the field changes resulting in a decrease in the 
dielectric permittivity from the ‘static’ permittivity ε(ν→ 0) to the theoretical 
infinite frequency permittivity ε∞(ν→  ∞). This dielectric dispersion, ε′(ν), is 
measured directly by the DRS apparatus. As the frequency of the applied field 
increases, the phase shifts between E(ν) and P(ν) resulting in the absorption of 
energy by the sample. The energy loss observed with the DRS is the total loss, 
η′′(ν), which comprises the dielectric loss and ohmic loss 
 
η′′(ν) = ε′′(ν) + ηκ′′(ν)   (3.3) 
 
where ηκ′′(ν) is the conductivity-related ohmic loss term caused by the 
movement of ions in the electronegative field 
[95BBM].  
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The DRS apparatus measures the total, or complex (here denoted by an asterisk 
*), dielectric dispersion, ε
*(ν), and dielectric loss which are the sum of all of the 
relaxation processes in the sample. Data on individual relaxation processes can 
be obtained from the complex spectra by fitting the experimental data by 
modified Havriliak-Negami equations 
 
()
() []
∑
=
∞
−
+ +
+
−
=
n
1 j j β
j α 1
j
1 j j *
j ε
i2π2π 1
ε ε
ν F      (3.4) 
 
where Fj
*(ν) is the complex relaxation function (equation 3.2) and α and β are 
the relaxation time distribution parameters with values 0 ≤ αj < 1 and 0 < βj ≤ 1 
[95BBM]. An appropriate fitting procedure can then yield the number of 
relaxation processes, their amplitudes, relaxation times and relaxation time 
parameters 
[01BB]. 
 
3.1.3  Information obtained from DRS 
 
The application of DRS to probe the interactions of dicarboxylate anions with 
alkali metal cations is advantageous due to the ability of DRS to determine the 
extent of ion pairing in solution and to elucidate the ion-solvent interactions so as 
to provide hydration numbers. In addition, under favorable conditions, DRS may 
also be used to determine the reaction rates of the formation and dissociation of 
ion pairs.   
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Unlike most other spectroscopic methods, DRS has the ability to resolve the 
relaxation processes arising from different types of ion pairs. This ability stems 
from the proportional relationship between the polarisability and the (square of 
the) dipole moment. When forming ion pairs, strongly solvated ions are believed 
to be involved in several successive equilibria according to the scheme of Eigen 
and Tamm 
[62ET]. Thus the association between an aqueous cation C
+ and anion 
A
−  can be seen as a multi-step equilibrium. 
 
C
+
(aq)  +  A
−
(aq)    [C
+ ⋅ OH2 ⋅ OH2 ⋅ A
−] (aq) 
                                 2SIP 
 
                                               [C
+ ⋅ OH2 ⋅ A
−] (aq) 
                                                                  SIP 
 
             [C
+ ⋅ A
−]
 
(aq)     (3.5) 
                           CIP 
 
With the aid of an appropriate model, DRS can in principle discriminate between 
the relaxation processes of the contact ion pairs (CIP), solvent-shared (SIP) and 
double solvent separated ion pairs (2SIP). The amplitudes of the individual 
relaxation processes (Sj) can then be analysed using the Cavell equation; 
 
() () ( )
j 2
i i
2
i i
A
o i
i S
µ g
f α 1
N
Tε k
ε
A ε 1 ε 3
c
− − +
=      ( 3 . 6 )  
 
where k, NA, αi, ƒi, gi, and µI are Boltzman’s constant, Avogadro’s number, 
polarisability, field factor, dipole correlation factor and dipole moment of the 
species i respectively. The Cavell equation yields the concentrations of ionic  
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species in solution and hence allows estimates to be made of their equilibrium 
constants [97A]. 
 
Solvent-solute interactions (i.e. ionic hydration) can be deduced by the lowering 
of the ‘static’ permittivity of a solution with increasing solute concentration. The 
reduction in permittivity is due to the changing hydration of solute ions: water 
molecules break free from their ‘bound’ state in pure water and form a hydration 
shell around the solute ion. This effectively lowers the concentration of ‘free’ 
solvent dipoles as the molecules in the hydration sheath are dielectrically 
saturated by the solute ion.  
 
Direct measurement of the static permittivity in electrolyte solutions is 
impossible due to the conductivity of mobile ions in solution. However, the static 
permittivity can be measured using DRS due to the fact that the dielectric 
relaxation arising from conductivity and relaxation associated with changes in 
permeability occur at different rates (frequencies) and can thus be deconvoluted 
[98BBE].         
 
3.1.4 Application of DRS to sodium dicarboxylate solutions 
 
DRS is a comparatively unusual technique for studying electrolyte solutions. 
Consequently, there are relatively few publications that explore the dielectric 
response of dicarboxylate solutions. The only one found was that carried out 
previously in this laboratory on Na2Ox by Buchner et al. 
[03BSM].  That work 
demonstrated the applicability of DRS to the study of weak, labile complexation  
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in aqueous solutions. The investigators were able to quantify the ion pair 
association constant as well as determine the kinetics of formation and the 
hydration state of the solute. That paper provides a useful comparison with the 
present study. 
  
3.2.      EXPERIMENTAL 
 
3.2.1   Solution preparation 
 
Sodium malonate monohydrate (≥99.0% w/w) and sodium succinate hexahydrate 
( ≥99.0% w/w) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received. 
The solutions were prepared volumetrically, without buoyancy correction, using 
high purity water (Millipore Milli-Q systems) and A-grade volumetric glassware. 
Densities were determined using a vibrating tube density meter (Anton Paar 
DMA 602 connected to a mPDS 4000 evaluation unit) thermostatted using a 
Julabo F-33 heating and refrigerating circulator. The circulator gave temperature 
control to within 0.01 K and an accuracy of 0.02 K (NIST-traceable).   
 
3.2.2   Instrumentation 
 
Low frequency relaxation data (νmin ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 20) were measured at Murdoch 
University using a Hewlett-Packard model 85070M Dielectric Probe system 
based on a HP 8720D Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The system was 
thermostatted by a Hetofrig (Denmark) circulator-thermostat to 25 ± 0.02 
oC. 
High frequency data was measured at Regensburg, by Buchner and Takaaki  
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[02BT], using two interferometers: A-band (27 ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 39) and E-band  (60 ≤ 
ν/GHz  ≤ 89) at selected frequencies. Temperature control was obtained by a 
system similar to that used in this laboratory.  
 
3.2.3   Calibration of VNA 
 
The complex reflection coefficients (Γ) were related to the absolute magnitudes 
of η′′(ν) and ε′(ν) by calibration with three standards, air, mercury (as a short 
circuit) and water at the measurement temperature. Calibration parameters for 
water were obtained from the literature [99BHM]. 
 
3.2.4   Measurement procedure and data analysis 
 
The complex permittivity spectra of the solutions were measured twice, with 
separate calibrations performed each time. Measurements were made at a total of 
101 frequencies between νmin and νmax = 20.05 GHz, evenly spaced and plotted 
on a logarithmic scale. The value of νmin was determined by the conductivity of 
the sample solution but was typically in the region of 0.1 ≤ νmin / GHz ≤ 0.2.   
 
3.2.5   Raman spectroscopy 
 
Raman spectra were recorded with a Nicolet Magna 850 Series II FTIR 
spectrometer equipped with a Magna Raman module using an Nd: YVO4 laser 
operating at 1064 nm and an InGaAs detector. A laser power of 0.67 W, a 
resolution of 4 cm
-1 and 1024 scans were employed throughout. The spectra of  
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all solutions were measured at 23 ± 2 
oC using 5mm diameter fluorescence-free 
NMR tubes. Curve fitting analysis was performed using the Grams/32 (Galactic 
Industries Corporation) software.      
 
3.3 RESULTS 
 
3.3.1  Conductivity of Na2Mal and Na2Suc solutions 
 
As outlined in Section 3.1, DRS measures the relative complex reflection 
coefficient (Γ) and calculates the dielectric permittivity and total dielectric loss of 
the solution. According to Equation 3.3 the total dielectric loss comprises the 
dielectric loss (ε′′) and the ohmic loss (ηκ′′(ν)). The ohmic loss is calculated 
using the following equation: 
 
() () 0
' '
κ 2π
κ
ν η
ε
=        (3.7) 
 
where κ is the conductivity of the solution and ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum 
[99BHM].  
 
It follows that accurate determination of the conductivity of the analyte solutions 
is necessary. As stated in the introduction, the conductivity of the electrolyte 
solution can be determined from the dielectric relaxation measurements of the 
bulk solution. The concentration dependence of conductivity can be described by 
a Casteel-Amis type equation; 
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where κe is the effective conductivity and a and µc are parameters fitted to the 
experimental data. For the Na2Suc solutions the parameters were κmax = 8.31 ± 
0.26, µc = 1.80 ± 0.13 and a = 0.918 ± 0.023 and for the Na2Mal solutions κmax = 
9.87 ± 0.14, µc = 2.26 ± 0.06 and a = 0.884 ± 0.007. The conductivity data for 
Na2Suc and Na2Mal are summarized in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. 
 
3.3.2  Modelling of relaxation processes 
 
The experimental data were fitted to a modified Havriliak-Negami equation 
(Equation 3.4) outlined in Section 3.1. It was found that the combined spectra for  
 
Table 3.1.  Concentration, c, and average effective conductivity, κe, of 
aqueous Na2Mal and Na2Suc solutions at 25 
oC. 
c (Na2Mal) 
M 
κe 
Ω
-1m
-1 
c (Na2Suc) 
M 
κe 
Ω
-1m
-1 
0 - 0 - 
         0.0250   0.4535  0.02508  0.4130 
         0.0500  0.8155  0.05002  0.7910 
         0.0800   1.194  0.08004    1.176 
0.1200   1.680    0.1206    1.656 
0.1500   2.042    0.1601    2.039 
0.2501   3.106    0.2003    2.487 
0.3000   3.566    0.2501    2.919 
0.4001   4.424    0.3000    3.447 
0.5001   5.155    0.4000    4.253 
0.6000   5.881    0.5103    5.170 
0.7019   6.425    0.6000    5.492 
0.8011   6.967    0.7000    6.142 
1.000   7.864     1.000    7.274  
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both salts over the frequency range νmin ≤ ν/GHz ≤ 89 were best described by a 
four Debye process (4D) model. The 4D model provided the smallest variance of 
fit (σ
2), along with a self consistent set of relaxation parameters (n = 4, αj = 0, βj 
= 1 for j = 1 … 4). The relaxation parameters and fits are outlined in Table 3.2 
and 3.3 for both salts. 
0
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Figure 3.1.  Average effective conductivity, κe, determined from the total loss 
spectrum, η′′(ν) (•) Na2Suc, (■) Na2Mal, The solid line through the data are  
calculated from the parameters of Equation 3.7. 
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3.3.3  General features of the spectra 
 
Typical dielectric dispersion and dielectric loss spectra obtained for the Na2Suc 
solutions at selected concentrations are shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 gives the 
corresponding dielectric dispersion and loss spectra for the Na2Mal solutions. In 
both cases the data from the low frequency measurements made with the VNA 
have been combined with the high frequency interferometer measurements 
performed in Germany.  
 
The combined spectra were fitted with Equation 3.6 to produce Figures 3.4 and 
3.5, which give representative fits of the dispersion and loss curves.  
 
A total of four relaxation processes were observed with both salts. The main 
relaxation process, designated τ3, with a relaxation frequency of approximately 
20 GHz was readily assigned to the co-operative relaxation of bulk water 
molecules. In this model τ4, at the edge of the higher frequency limit (∼90 GHz), 
is thought to represent the rapid relaxation of ‘free’ water molecules that are not 
included in the hydrogen-bonded lattice of the bulk solvent. The low frequency 
relaxation process, τ1 (∼1 GHz), was assigned to the existence of an ion pair 
between sodium and the Suc
2− or Mal
2− anions. Such a low frequency process is 
typical of the slow rotation of relatively bulky ion pairs. The second relaxation 
process, τ2 (∼10 GHz) is unusual and was assigned to the relaxation of ‘slow’ 
water molecules. Such molecules are those outside the primary hydration sheath 
of the ions but whose relaxation is impeded by their presence. Since such a  
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process is not observed in most other solutions of Na
+ salts [99C] it must be 
associated with the Mal
2− and Suc
2− anions (the ion pair concentrations are too 
low to produce such an effect, see below). The hydration states of the ion pairs 
and the ion pairing processes are examined in detail below.  
 
3.3.4.  Ion hydration 
 
Processes 3 and 4 arise from the relaxation of the bulk water molecules. As 
outlined in the introduction, pure water forms a partially ordered liquid lattice 
held together by hydrogen bonds. This creates a ‘co-operative’ effect during the 
polarization and relaxation processes as the hydrogen bonds pull adjoining water 
molecules into the orientation imposed by the applied electric field. This ‘bulk’ 
solvent effect (relaxation process 3) is typical of all aqueous solutions 
[99BBS]. The 
water lattice is in constant motion, with molecules and even large clusters 
breaking away and rejoining the lattice or reforming around other water 
molecules. At any instant a certain proportion of solvent molecules are unbound, 
i.e., they are free the move and reorient themselves with little hindrance or 
assistance from neighboring molecules. The relaxation of these solvent 
molecules is typically very rapid due to the small size of the dipole and so the 
effect is observed at the high frequency end of the spectrum. Relaxation process 
4 is centred at approximately 90 GHz, at the very limit of the interferometer 
measurements and was assigned to this relaxation of free water molecules.     
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Table 3.2.  Concentration, c, dielectric relaxation parameters of a 4D fit and variance of the fit, σ
2, of aqueous Na2Suc at 25
 oC. 
c (Na2Suc)  ε1 τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3 ε4 τ4 ε∞ σ
2
0 78.32 - 78.32 - 78.32 8.33 6.32 1.10 4.57 -
0.0251 78.32 303.8 77.58 - 77.58 8.31 5.97 - - 0.005
0.0500 78.42 224.4 76.77 17.99 75.99 8.28 6.63 - - 0.033
0.0800 78.07 223.4 75.93 21.68 75.13 8.26 6.51 - - 0.027
0.1206 77.50 198.0 74.90 17.50 73.16 8.25 7.04 1.00 4.68 0.048
0.1601 76.56 181.9 74.11 17.53 71.77 8.18 6.04 - - 0.022
0.2001 76.01 169.1 73.20 18.70 71.18 8.15 6.46 - - 0.022
0.2501 74.63 184.9 72.04 18.21 67.62 8.10 6.51 - - 0.044
0.3000 73.57 149.1 71.15 17.17 65.39 8.06 6.75 1.00 4.13 0.064
0.4000 71.55 155.5 69.52 18.38 62.40 7.97 6.54 - - 0.031
0.5142 69.59 159.6 67.39 17.73 58.64 7.81 6.84 1.00 6.14 0.053
0.7000 65.66 130.5 64.81 17.96 51.64 7.70 7.37 1.00 4.25 0.062
1.0000 60.95 156.0 60.15 18.17 43.96 7.44 7.18 1.00 5.63 0.113  
    Units: c in M; τI in 10
-12 s. 
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Table 3.3.  Concentration, c, dielectric relaxation parameters of a 4D fit and variance of the fit, σ
2, of aqueous Na2Mal at 25
 o C. 
c (Na2Mal)  ε1 τ1 ε2 τ2 ε3 τ3 ε4 τ4 ε∞ σ
2
0 78.32 - 78.32 - 78.32 8.33 6.32 1.10 4.57 -
0.0250 78.66 408.7 77.82 - 77.82 8.24 5.51 - - 0.028
0.0500 78.44 217.1 77.38 - 77.38 8.17 4.70 - - 0.028
0.0800 78.54 205.8 76.34 15.50 72.17 8.08 6.47 - - 0.044
0.1200 78.05 202.3 75.19 15.50 70.73 8.04 7.00 1.00 3.77 0.027
0.1500 77.86 171.3 74.70 15.07 70.27 7.99 6.42 - - 0.056
0.2501 76.11 153.2 72.86 15.33 64.88 7.92 7.29 - - 0.044
0.3000 75.43 150.2 71.82 15.13 62.72 7.66 7.09 1.00 4.13 0.050
0.3000 75.26 142.1 71.94 13.68 61.46 7.70 6.14 - - 0.113
0.4001 73.24 134.4 70.36 16.71 60.65 7.62 6.95 - - 0.063
0.5001 72.34 152.1 69.28 15.58 56.54 7.35 6.30 1.00 4.75 0.058
0.6000 69.78 112.5 67.74 17.33 55.94 7.52 7.44 - - 0.042
0.7019 68.65 107.0 66.86 16.50 52.62 7.88 8.99 1.00 2.37 0.045
0.8011 67.30 129.4 65.59 18.65 53.32 7.48 6.50 - - 0.033
1.0002 64.24 122.2 63.25 18.00 48.18 7.44 8.31 1.00 4.15 0.061  
Units: c in M; τI in 10
-12 s. 
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Figure 3.2.  Dielectric dispersion, ε′(ν), and loss ε′′(ν) of Na2Suc solution in 
water at 25 
oC. The data are a combination of measurements made with a VNA 
(at ν ≤ 20 GHz) and interferometers (at ν > 20 GHz) [02BT]. The solid lines 
represent a superposition of four Debye relaxation processes fitted to the 
experimental data.   
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Figure 3.3.  Dielectric dispersion, ε′(ν), and loss ε′′(ν) of Na2Mal solution in 
water at 25 
oC. The data are a combination of measurements made with a VNA 
(at ν ≤ 20 GHz) and interferometers (at ν > 20 GHz) [02BT]. The solid lines 
represent a superposition of four Debye relaxation processes fitted to the 
experimental data.   
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Figure 3.4.  Relaxation processes for Na2Suc at two sample concentrations.  
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Figure 3.5.  Relaxation processes for Na2Mal at 0.3 M. 
 
Figure 3.6.  Measured limiting permittivities of the ion-pair process, ε and ε2, 
and of the ‘slow’ water relaxation, ε2 and ε3, of  Na2Suc(aq) at 25 °C.  
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Figure 3.7.  Measured limiting permittivities of the ion-pair process and of the 
‘slow’ water relaxation, ε2 and ε3, of  Na2Mal(aq) at 25 °C. 
 
 
Relaxation process 2 could in principle be the result of an ion pairing process. If 
this supposition were correct then the total solvent processes must be represented 
by τ3 and τ4 alone. A comparison of the concentration of ‘free’ and lattice bound 
water with the total solvent available gives hydration numbers for Suc (Zib(0) = 
44) and Mal (Zib(0) = 23). These hydration numbers are impossibly large so it 
follows that τ2 must also be associated with the solvent.  
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Process 2 is therefore assigned to some form of water relaxation. However, 
unlike the water molecules involved in processes 3 and 4, or the water molecules 
irrotationally bound to the dissolved ions (Zib), the water molecules giving rise to 
τ2 must be only weakly associated with the solute ions. The relaxation of these 
solvent molecules is significantly impeded by the solute ions, a fact reflected in 
their different frequency and slower relaxation time (∼16 ps as opposed to ∼8 ps 
for bulk water). However, the solvent molecules are not so tightly held as to 
become irrotationally bound and thus ‘disappear’ from the spectrum. It is 
concluded that they belong to a diffuse hydration shell around the anions. 
 
For the Na2Suc solutions, process 2 shows an almost constant relaxation time (τ2 
≈ 18 ps) over the complete concentration range studied (Figure 3.8). In contrast, 
for the Na2Mal solutions process 2 shows a definite variation in relaxation time 
(10 ≤ τ2/ps ≤ 18, Figure 3.9). The amplitude (S2) of process 2 exhibits a marked 
sensitivity towards concentration for both salts. A plot of the relative proportion 
of solvent involved in the slow hydration shell with solute concentration for both 
salts is displayed in Figure 3.10. The plot for Na2Suc (Figure 3.10b) is linear 
indicating a constant number of water molecules (12.9 ± 0.3) comprising the 
‘slow’ hydration shell over all concentrations. In contrast, the plot for Na2Mal is  
parabolic (Figure 3.10a), indicating that the number of water molecules in the 
‘slow’ hydration shell changes from ∼20 at ‘zero’ solute concentration to ∼10 at 
1.0 M.        
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By taking into account process 2, recalculation of the hydration numbers at 
infinite dilution gives Zib(0) = 10 ± 1.5 for both Na2Suc and Na2Mal. Recalling 
that the total hydration number is the sum of the hydrated component ions and 
that Zib(0) = 4.5 ± 0.2 for a free Na
+ ion [03BSM], it follows that the Suc
2− and 
Mal
2− have essentially no irrotationally bound water attached to them at infinite 
dilution.         
 
Figure 3.11 summarises the hydration number Zib with concentration for both 
salts. The apparent decrease in Zib with increasing concentration for Na2Suc and 
Na2Mal is misleading (dashed line in both figures). The observed variation is the 
result of the unusually large error associated with Zib that originates from 
separating processes 2 and 3. When this error is taken into account the 
concentration dependence of Zib is no longer apparent (short dashed line in 
Figure 3.11b).  
 
Comparison of these results with the DRS study of Na2Ox show significant 
differences between the hydration states of the three simplest dicarboxylate 
anions. Na2Ox solutions do not exhibit the secondary hydration shell 
corresponding to process 2 in the Na2Mal and Na2Suc spectra. Also, Ox
2− was 
shown to have a hydration number at infinite dilution Zib(0) = 6.1 ± 1.1 whereas 
both Mal
2− and Suc
2− anions are anhydrous at infinite dilution [03BSM]. Thus, 
there appears to be no discernable trend in the hydration states of the 
dicarboxylic acids with carbon chain length.    
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3.3.5.  Quantifying of ion pairing 
 
Process 1 was considered to result from the presence of ion pairs between Na
+ 
and Suc
2− or Mal
2−, giving rise to a low frequency process typical of the 
relatively slow rotational re-alignment of ion pairs due to their relatively large 
size. The association constant (log β) can be estimated from DRS data using the 
ion pair concentrations obtained from the modified Cavell equation (Equation 
3.6). 
 
Figure 3.8.  τ for relaxation processes in Na2Suc aqueous solutions. (▲): 
relaxation process 1 (τ1), (▼): relaxation process 2 (τ2), (●) relaxtion process 3 
(τ3), Closed symbols: measurements made with low frequency VNA, Open 
symbols: measurements made with high frequency interferometer, The bracketed 
point represents an outlier that was disregarded by the fitting program.  
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The Cavell equation requires accurate values of the mean polarisability of the 
ions, αj. These values were obtained for Na2Suc and Na2Mal solutions using 
molar refraction data. The refractive index, 
25
D n , of the Na2Suc and Na2Mal 
solutions was measured by an Abbé refractometer calibrated against water and 
sucrose solutions. The refractive index data are summarized in Table 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.9.  τ for relaxation processes in Na2Mal aqueous solutions. (▲): 
relaxation process 1 (τ1), (▼): relaxation process 2 (τ2), (●) relaxtion process 3 
(τ3), Closed symbols: measurements made with low frequency VNA, Open 
symbols: measurements made with high frequency interferometer, The bracketed 
point represents an outlier that was disregarded by the fitting program. 
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The molar refractivity of the solutions was then calculated from the refractive 
index measurements according to 
 
[] () () ( )
()2 n
1 n
.
ρ
X) M(Na O H M 1
R
2 25
D
2 25
D 2 2
+
− + −
=
x x
       (3.9) 
 
where  x is the mole fraction of the solute and M is the molar mass of each 
component [03BSM]. Finally, the mean polarizability required for the Cavell 
equation was obtained from the equation 
 
[] α N
3
4π
R A =          ( 3 . 1 0 )  
 
where NA is Avogadro’s number 
[99BW]. The mean polarizability of the aqueous 
solutions found in this way was 8.54 Å
3 for Na2Mal and 10.34Å
3 for Na2Suc. In 
this calculation the ion pairs were assumed to be ellipsoids having αIP = α+ + α- 
+ nα(H2O) and radius rIP = r+ + r- + nr(H2O), where n is the stoichiometric 
number of water molecules.  
 
The Cavell equation also needs estimates of the dipole moments of the ion pair in 
order to calculate the concentrations. Dipole moments are also needed to 
discriminate between the different forms of contact and solvent separated ion 
pairs. Accurate determination of the bond lengths and dipole moments for 
Na2Suc and Na2Mal ion pairs is complicated by the possible existence of isomers 
and conformers of the anions (Figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.10.  Fraction of  ‘slow’ water, c2/cs,  of Na2Mal(aq) (a) and Na2Suc(aq) 
(b)  at 25 °C 
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Figure 3.11.  Effective solvation numbers, Zib, of Na2Mal(aq) (a) and 
Na2Suc(aq) (b)  at 25 °C assuming ‘slip’ boundary conditions for the kinetic 
depolarization effect. Dashed line: apparent concentration dependence of Zib, 
Short dashed line: concentration dependence of Zib after taking into account 
errors. 
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Carboxylate ions are capable of chelation with cations. Studies on the crystal 
structure of both Na2Suc 
[86FMG] and Na2Mal 
[78O] show that in their solid state 
they can form a six (Mal
2−) or seven member (Suc
2−) ‘side on’ chelate ring with 
the Na
+ ion as well as a four member ‘end on’ chelate ring in their normal 
crystalline state.   
 
In solution it is difficult to be definitive about the structures of any ion pairs 
formed because of their potentially facile interconversion. Na2Suc has a saturated 
carbon chain and, as such, has an extra rotational degree of freedom. This allows 
the molecule to have either a cis and trans ‘end on’ conformation, a situation that 
results in different values of the dipole moment and hence an uncertainty in the 
calculation of the concentrations of the species present and thus of logβ. Table 
3.5 gives a summary of the dipole moments (used for the calculation of logβ) 
estimated from the structural data in the literature 
[86FMG, 
78O]. The Na2Suc data 
includes the minimum and maximum dipole moments, corresponding to the cis 
and trans forms of the ‘end on’ conformations respectively. 
 
Having obtained the concentration of the species, the association constants can 
be calculated according to Equation 2.4 using the corresponding mass balance 
equation. Table 3.6 summarizes the β values for the various ion pair models 
calculated in this way. 
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Table 3.4.      Refractive index of aqueous Na2Mal and Na2Suc solution at 25 
oC. 
Medium 
/ M 
 
Refractive Index  Literatureｂ  Error 
H2O  1.3327 
 
1.3330 -0.025% 
      
C (Na2Mal) 
M 
 
Refractive Index  c (Na2Suc) 
 M 
 
Refractive Index 
0.0250 
 
1.3332 
 
0.0250 
 
1.3335 
 
0.0500 
 
1.3338 
 
0.0501 
 
1.3339 
 
0.0501
 a 
 
1.3340 
 
0.0750 
 
1.3341 
0.0750 
 
1.3347 0.1201 
 
1.3360 
 
0.1200 
 
1.3357 
 
0.2000 
 
1.3383 
0.2501 
 
1.3390 
 
0.2500 
 
1.3395 
 
0.4001 
 
1.3426 
 
0.4005 
 
1.3434 
a Fresh solution prepared as check on older malonate samples; ｂLiterature data 
taken from CRC Handbook 
[87W].  
 
Table 3.5.  Dipole moment of ion pair models 
Modela, b  Dipole moment (µ) c 
/ µm 
Na2Mal  
CIP 11.690 
SIP 27.508 
2SIP 44.415 
  
Na2Suc  
CIP 9.380 
SIPMIN 19.930 
SIPMAX 38.530 
2SIPMIN 24.969 
2SIPMAX  43.669 
a CIP; Contact ion pair, SIP; Solvent shared ion pair, 2SIP; Double solvent 
shared ion pair. b MIN corresponds to the cis end-on conformation, MAX 
corresponds to the trans end-on conformation. c Calculated from structural data 
[86FMG, 78O]. 
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Figure 3.12  Refractive index of Na2Mal and Na2Suc solutions at 25 
oC. (●) 
Na2Suc, (■) Na2Suc. 
 
The standard (infinite dilution) association constant, β
o, was calculated for 
simplicity by fitting the association constants to a Guggenheim type equation; 
 
()
I C
I B 1
I z z 2A
logβ logβ β
β
o +








+
− =
− +       (3.11) 
 
where A is the Debye-Hückel activity coefficient parameter (Section 2.1.2) and 
Bβ and Cβ are empirical constants. A plot of log β derived by assuming the SIP 
model against I for both NaMal
− and NaSuc
− is given in Figure 3.14. The solid 
lines represent the relevant Guggenheim equation.  
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Figure 3.13  Possible structural isomers of NaMal
− and NaSuc
− ion pairs. 
 
Unlike Na2Mal, the calculation of logβ for NaSuc
− has an extra level of 
complexity due to the three possible configurations of the ion pair. Given that 
there is no spread in τ1 for Na2Suc(aq) there is probably only one structural 
configuration that results in ion pair formation. This most likely involves the six 
membered-ring ‘side on’ isomer rather than the formation of a (less stable) four 
membered ‘end on’ configuration (Figure 3.13). However, the relative stabilities 
of the various possible forms of the complex may change significantly as a result 
of hydration. The logβ values for Na2Suc(aq) assuming a SIP model is also plotted 
in Figure 3.14. The values of logβ
o of NaSuc
−, derived from all models are 
plotted in Figure 3.15.  
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Figure 3.14.  Association constants (β) for [NaMal]
-(aq) (•) and [NaSuc]
-(aq) 
(, multiplied by 0.1) as a function of the ionic strength at 25 °C assuming SIP 
and the corresponding Guggenheim-type, eq. 3.8, fits (curves 1, 2) to the data. 
Also included are the β
o of Daniele et al.[85D] (open symbols).     
 
3.3.6  Kinetics of ion pairing  
 
Relaxation process 1 (τ1), for Na2Mal shows a slight decrease at lower 
concentrations. As Mal
2− has no saturated C-C bond to allow the formation of 
additional isomers, it is believed this is due to chemical relaxation [03BSM]. 
Assuming a single step (pseudo first order) relaxation process the relaxation time 
of an ion pair is given by  
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Table 3.6.  Formation constants (β) of NaSuc
− and NaMal
− ion pairs calculated for each ion pair model. 
 
 
NaMal
− a  NaSuc
− 
 
c / M 
 
CIP  SIP   2SIP  c / M  CIP  SIPMINb  SIPMAXc  2SIPMIN  2SIPMAX 
0.0250 101.2461  3.9935  1.3261  0.0251 -342.2754  8.2113  1.5665  4.4464  1.2030 
0.0500 12.0691  1.1441  0.4040  0.0500 -123.8596  4.9086  0.8922  2.5895  0.6830 
0.0800 14.8431  0.9735  0.3334  0.0800 -259.9097  2.2312  0.4413  1.2317  0.3397 
0.1200  6.6415 0.5468 0.1906  0.1206  40.5508 1.0955 0.2314  0.6260  0.1789 
0.1500  3.9676 0.3786 0.1338  0.1601 6.7840  0.5314  0.1209 0.3155 0.0939 
0.2501  0.9732 0.1319 0.0484  0.2001 4.2765  0.3828  0.0883 0.2289 0.0687 
0.3000  0.7199 0.1011 0.0373  0.2501 1.7309  0.2139  0.0514 0.1306 0.0401 
0.3000  0.6348 0.0924 0.0342  0.3000 0.9233  0.1344  0.0331 0.0831 0.0259 
0.4001  0.2642 0.0438 0.0165  0.4000 0.3472  0.0608  0.0155 0.0382 0.0121 
0.5001  0.1723 0.0296 0.0112  0.5142 0.2154  0.0395  0.0101 0.0249 0.0079 
0.6000  0.0721 0.0134 0.0051  0.7000 0.0368  0.0079  0.0021 0.0050 0.0016 
0.7019  0.0459 0.0086 0.0033  1.0000 0.0166  0.0036  0.0010 0.0023 0.0007 
0.8011  0.0324 0.0063 0.0024            
1.0002 
 
0.0116 0.0023 0.0009 
 
        
a Calculated for the assumed most stable ‘side-on’ configuration. b Minimum dipole length ‘side-on’ configuration. c Maximum dipole length 
trans ‘end-on’ configuration.  
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Figure 3.15  Values of (log β
o)
2 for NaSuc
− obtained from S1 with Eq. 3.8 for 
tested ion-pair structures versus the reciprocal ion-pair dipole moment, µIP
-1. 
SIP1 and 2SIP1 represent the trans ‘end-on’, SIP2 and 2SIP2 the cis ‘end-on’ 
variants of SIP and 2SIP, respectively. Also included is the value of Daniele et 
al.[85D] (•) obtained from potentiometric measurements. 
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() () ()
1 1 1 − − − + = ch
rot
IP IP τ τ τ       ( 3 . 1 2 )  
 
where τIP
rot is the rotational correlation time and τch is the chemical relaxation 
rate of the ion pair [03BSM]. For an ion pairing process described in Chapter two 
(Equation 2.15), the relaxation time is calculated by 
 
() ( ) IP ch c c k k 2 3 2 12 21
1 − + =
− τ       ( 3 . 1 3 )  
 
The formation of a single ion pair type is confirmed by the linear plot of (τIP)
-1 
against I. The gradient of the plot, combined with the calculated value of β
o 
yields k12 = (2.9 ± 0.3) × 10
9 L mol
-1s
-1, k21 = (3.4 ± 0.5) × 10
8 s
-1. This gives an 
ion pair lifetime for NaMal
− of τIP
rot ≈ 250 ps.   
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Chapter Four 
 
Partial molal properties 
 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter deals with the characterization of the densities and heat capacities of 
electrolyte solutions of relevance to the Bayer process. These and other partial molal 
properties of electrolyte solutions are of importance in the current work due to their 
use in mass and energy balance calculations. Such calculations form the basis of the 
theoretical models used to operate all commercial alumina refineries [67H]. The 
mass of material (feedstock bauxite, total caustic, etc) entering the cycle is combined 
with other relevant information to calculate the total concentration of the different 
species in the liquor. This information, and the saturation concentration and 
crystallization kinetics of the impurities, can help to minimize the precipitation of 
organic material during the decomposition stage.  
 
The thermodynamic properties of the liquor as a macroscopic sample (the so-called 
‘bulk’ properties) are needed for the efficient and economic running of the Bayer 
process. Energy transfer within the refinery is important throughout the process as 
the dissolution stage of the Bayer process is operated at high temperatures, ranging  
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from 120 
oC to 240 
oC [95P]. In contrast the precipitation stage of the process 
involves cooling the liquor to temperatures as low as 60 
oC. The energy 
requirements for heating the liquor to the required temperature and the time needed 
for it to cool depend on the heat capacity (Cp), of the liquor, a parameter that will 
change throughout the different stages of the process and also with the nature of the 
bauxite feedstock. Heat capacity data can also be used to calculate the effect of 
temperature changes in Gibbs energy (G), enthalpy (L) and entropy (S) of electrolyte 
solutions [96HH, 88HHT].        
   
The bulk density of the liquor is another quantity that is used during the operation of 
bauxite refineries. The measured densities of component electrolytes may be used to 
calculate their partial molal volumes in solution, and thus their contribution to the 
total or ‘bulk’ density of the liquor. The volumetric properties of solutions are also 
used to calculate the effects of pressure on activity coefficients, osmotic coefficients 
and solubility in multi component solutions [96KPP].  
 
4.1.1  Partial molar properties of a solution 
 
Industrial Bayer liquors are of variable composition with large numbers of dissolved 
species present in different quantities. Partial molar properties were derived in this 
work to provide a means of measuring the contribution of a particular solute to the 
bulk thermodynamic properties of the solution. The partial molar property, in this 
case the volume,  i V ,of a solute in solution is defined as  
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j n P, T, i
i n
V 





∂
∂
=
V
        (4.1) 
  
where ni represents the amount of species i. The bulk property of a solution is equal 
to the sum of the partial molal property multiplied by the fractional amount of each 
of its constituents according to Equation 4.2 
 
() ∑ = i iV n V         (4.2) 
 
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 also apply to the mixing of two or more solutions containing 
different solutes and forming a ternary (or higher order) solution [73PC]. 
 
According to the theory of ideal solutions outlined in Section 2.1.1, there are no 
volume or heat affects when ideal solutions are mixed In contrast, when real 
solutions are mixed, small variations in the final solution volume are observed that 
differ from volume that would be obtained additively. Also, mixing real solutions 
often leads to temperature changes caused by the loss or gain of heat. These small 
deviations in heat and volume are termed the ‘excess’ properties of the solution (also 
sometimes known as ‘residual’ properties) [94KR]. Using the volume of a binary 
solution as an example, this can be expressed mathematically as 
 
EX o
2 2
o
1 1 ∆V V n V n V + + =        (4.3)  
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where the superscript o denotes a standard state quantity, subscript 1 represents the 
solvent, subscript 2 represents the solute and the superscript EX denotes an excess 
property. The total volume of a binary solution is therefore the sum of the partial 
molal volumes of the pure solvent and the solute at infinite dilution multiplied by 
their respective concentrations, plus the excess volume [73PC]. Equations for the 
partial molal values of other thermodynamic properties such as heat capacity are 
analogous to those for volume.   
 
The excess properties (i.e. the deviation from ideal behaviour of mixed solutions) is 
the result of interaction between the solute particles. The theory regarding the 
interactions of solute ions has been described in detail in Section 2.1.1. Briefly, the 
deviation of a solution from its ideal state increases with solute concentration due to 
the increasing proximity of solute ions and the greater solute-solute interactions. 
 
By measuring the change in partial molal properties of simple binary solutions with 
concentration,  the ionic interactions of the solute ions can accordingly be 
investigated. The data can also be used to estimate the partial molal properties of a 
solute at infinite dilution. At infinite dilution there are no solute-solute interactions 
and the data will reflect only solute-solvent interactions and the structure of the 
hydrated ions [73PC].  
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The thermodynamic properties of complex mixtures such as Bayer liquors can be 
calculated through the properties of binary solutions via Young’s rule [54YS]. 
Young’s rule states that when mixing two electrolytes with the same ionic strength, a 
ternary solution is formed at the same ionic strength with a volume equal to the sum 
of the two individual solutions 
 
,3 3 ,2 2 V n V n V φ φ φ ′ + ′ =        ( 4 . 4 )  
 
where Vφ is the apparent molal volume of the ternary solution, the subscript 3 
denotes the second solute dissolved in the solution and the prime symbol denotes the 
apparent molar volume of the solute in a binary solution whose molarity is equal to 
the sum of the molarities of the ternary solution [51Y]. In other words, the partial 
molal volumes are additive. A similar rule applies to heat capacities. Young’s rule is 
only approximate due to the excess properties of mixing of non-ideal solutions, as 
described above. Despite this, Young’s rule can still be used to approximate the 
thermodynamic properties of complex mixtures or of compounds whose properties 
are difficult to determine directly [54YS]. For instance, measurements of the partial 
molal heat capacity and partial molal volume of Na2Ox are limited by its sparingly 
soluble nature in pure water (0.266 m at 25 
oC, [65LS]). However, the partial molal 
properties of Na2Ox, in highly concentrated solutions can be approximated by 
measuring the apparent molal heat capacity and volume of potassium oxalate (K2Ox) 
and applying Young’s rule. K2Ox was selected due to its higher solubility (∼1.6 m 
[64LS]). The partial molal properties of Na2Mal and Na2Suc were thus measured in  
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this work because of their potential use in approximating the properties of low 
molecular weight organic impurities in Bayer liquors. 
 
 
4.1.1 Heat  capacity 
 
It is known from thermodynamic theory that the heat capacity equivalent of 
Equation 4.3 is equal to the partial molal heat capacity of the solute and solvent 
(ignoring non-ideal mixing effects) 
 
p,2 2 p,1 1 p C n C n C + =        ( 4 . 4 )  
 
where the subscript p denotes the heat capacity measured at constant pressure.  
 
Equation 4.4 is equal to 
 
φ p, 2 1 , 1 p C n n C + =
o
p C        ( 4 . 5 )  
 
where 
o
p C 1 ,  represents the partial molal volumetric heat capacity of the pure solvent 
and the symbol Cp,φ represents the apparent molal heat capacity of the solute. 
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The apparent molal volumetric heat capacity is determined according the formula; 
 
( )







 −
+ =
m
C C 1000
C M C
0
p,1 p
p 2 p,φ      (4.6) 
 
where m is the molality of the electrolyte in molal, M2 is the molecular weight of the 
electrolyte, Cp is the experimentally measured heat capacity of the electrolyte 
solution and Cp,1
0 is the heat capacity of the pure solvent (most commonly water). 
 
The measurement of the heat capacities of solutions has been facilitated greatly by 
the development of the Picker flow calorimeter [71PLP]. Prior to this advance, the 
apparent heat capacity of a solution was most commonly made using twin adiabatic 
calorimeters. This method is extremely laborious, has inherent experimental 
difficulties and yields results with large uncertainties at low concentrations. The twin 
calorimeter technique of Joule and Pfaundler requires accurate values of the ratios of 
the resistances of the heating elements and the ratios of water equivalents for each 
calorimeter. Although the former is relatively easy to determine, the latter value is 
quite difficult to obtain 
[63HO]. The uncertainties for this method are magnified with 
increasingly dilute solutions and have been calculated to be approximately 42 J K
-
1mol
-1 in a 0.01 M solution [63HO]. 
  
The Picker flow calorimeter is designed to have a solution flow through two in-line 
sequential cells separated by a delay loop. The temperature of the solution in each  
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flow cell is measured by a thermistor and kept equal by heaters in each cell. The 
flow calorimeter measures the change in power input required to maintain an equal 
temperature in both flow cells. The reference solution is allowed to flow through the 
calorimeter into both cells to establish baseline conditions before the reference 
solution is replaced by the sample electrolyte solution. Initially the electrolyte 
solution is located in the first flow cell while the delay loop ensures that the second 
flow cell still contains the reference solution. The different relative volumetric heat 
capacities of the two fluids in each flow cell leads to a difference in the temperature 
of the cells. This temperature difference is equalised by heaters and the amount of 
energy supplied is recorded. Assuming that the heat capacity varies with temperature 
in a linear fashion, the difference in power input is related to the heat capacity 
according to 
  
 


 







 + =
ρ
ρ
P
∆P
1
o
o σ
σ
       ( 4 . 7 )  
 
where σ is the heat capacity per unit volume, P is the power input to the heating unit 
in the flow cells, ρ is the density and the superscript o denotes the pure solvent 
[71PLP]. The flow calorimeter assumes that there are negligible enthalpy and 
volume effects caused by mixing at the reference and sample solution interface 
[81SMW]. The value of Cp,1 is described as a ‘relative’ volumetric heat capacity since it 
has been determined relative to a reference solution whose volume is equal to the 
sample.  
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Eventually the electrolyte sample flows through the delay loop, displaces the 
reference solution and leaves the sample electrolyte in both cells.  Once this occurs, 
the identical conditions within the two cells ensure that the temperature difference 
between cells is zero and the energy difference being supplied to the cells is also 
reduced to zero. The reference solution is then pumped through the calorimeter to 
flush out the sample. The process outlined above is repeated, with the difference that 
the reference solution is now used to displace the sample solution. This leads to a 
second series of relative volumetric heat capacities (from the so-called second results 
leg).  
 
The chief advantage of a flow calorimeter lies in its ability to measure the ratio of 
the heat capacity of the solution to that of the solvent (usually water) without 
requiring knowledge of the heat capacity of the instrument. Nor is the result 
dependant on, within reason, either flow rates or the induced change in temperature 
of the liquids 
[71PLP]. The flow calorimeter thus allows accurate measurements of heat 
capacities of electrolyte solutions at reasonably low concentrations. 
 
4.1.2  Partial molal volumes 
 
The theory regarding partial molal volumes is derived from fundamental 
thermodynamics and is analogous to the theory for heat capacity. As in Equation 4.5 
(ignoring non-ideal mixing effects) we have  
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φ V n V n V 2 1 1 + =
o        ( 4 . 8 )  
  
where the symbols are the same as for equations 4.1 and 4.2 and the symbol Vφ 
represents the apparent molal volume of the solute. The apparent molal volume is 
determined experimentally via the density of the solution according to 
 
()
o
o
2
ρρ
ρ ρ 1000
ρ
M
V
m
−
− = φ       ( 4 . 9 )  
 
for concentrations in molal, where ρ is the density and the superscript o designates 
the pure solvent.  
 
In most cases the apparent molal volume of an electrolyte increases with solute 
concentration. The partial molal volume of an electrolyte is generally considered to 
be comprised of three parts. These are (a) the physical size of the ion itself normally 
taken to be the crystallographic volume; (b) the negative volume associated with the 
electrostriction of the water molecules surrounding the solute ions; and (c) the 
change in the solvent structure brought about by the presence of the ions [57CL, 
89D]. Clearly, the addition of more solute ions will generally cause an overall 
increase in the solution volume. The addition of ions with larger crystallographic 
volumes will cause a correspondingly greater increase in partial molal volume, while 
increased ionic charge tends to reduce the partial molal volume. The observed trend 
of increasing apparent molal volume with concentration is attributed to the  
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‘screening’ of the electrostriction of the solvent molecules by closely approaching 
counterions [71M]. 
   
The usual approach to obtaining the partial molal volume of an electrolyte is to 
measure the apparent molal volumes at low concentrations and to extrapolate them 
to infinite dilution. Unfortunately, at low concentrations the value of (ρ−ρ
o) becomes 
increasingly inaccurate. Accordingly, if density measurements are to be made at 
sufficiently low concentrations to allow reliable estimation of the molal volumes at 
infinite dilution, it is necessary to determine densities values with relative errors of  
of 10
-6 to 10
-7  [64RM].  
 
Probably the most widely employed methods of determining the density of solutions 
is to use a vibrating (oscillating) tube density meter. The solution is injected into the 
sample tube that can be made to vibrate by an electronic transducer. The density 
meter measures the time period (τ) associated with the natural frequency of the 
sample tube. The mass (and hence the density) of the material within the sample 
loop alters this natural frequency. The density of the solution is calculated relative to 
two standard references, most commonly dry air and liquid water, according to the 
following equation; 
 
( )
2
0
2
0 τ τ k ρ ρ − = −        ( 4 . 1 0 )  
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where τ symbolises the period of oscillation (related to the natural frequency) of the 
sample tube. The proportionality constant k, is determined by calibrating the density 
meter before each use. The subscript 0 signifies the reference solution, typically 
purified water at 25 
oC. The method for measuring the densities of solutions is quite 
straightforward and involves calibrating the frequency of oscillation of the tube, first 
using liquid water and then dry air. The proportionality constant in Equation 4.10 is 
thus evaluated at the sample temperature using the two measured frequencies and 
literature values for the density of air and water.  
 
Once the proportionality constant has been obtained, the sample is injected and the 
density calculated against pure water as the reference solution. The frequency of 
oscillation of water is periodically re-measured to allow for changes in τ0 with time 
and fluctuations in the instrument temperature.      
 
 
 4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
 
4.2.1  Reagents 
 
Sodium malonate monohydrate (Na2Mal⋅H2O, ≥99.0 % w/w) and sodium succinate 
hexahydrate (Na2Suc⋅6H2O,  ≥ 99.0 % w/w) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Sodium oxalate (Na2Ox) and potassium oxalate (K2Ox) was from Ajax Australia 
with purity 99.9 % w/w or greater. NaCl was from BDH (U.K.) with purity 99.5  
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%w/w. All of these reagents were used as received. The solutions were prepared 
gravimetrically with buoyancy correction. The solutions were always prepared using 
high purity water from Millipore Milli-Q systems. 
 
4.2.2  Densitometry 
 
Densities of all solutions were measured using an Anton Paar DMA 602 vibrating 
tube density meter. The density meter was connected to an Anton Paar mPDS 4000 
data module that measured the period data (τ). Temperature control was provided by 
a Julabo F-33 heating and refrigerating circulator. The temperature was set to 25.00 
oC and controlled to within 0.02 K.  
 
The density of the solution was subsequently calculated using equation 4.8. The 
constant k was determined before each set of measurements by calibration with two 
fluids of known density. Degassed high purity water (ρ = 0.997048 g cm
-1) and dry 
air (ρ = 0.001185 g cm
-1) was used for this purpose [87W].  
 
4.2.3  Microcalorimetry 
 
A Sodev model CP-C Picker flow calorimeter was used to measure the heat capacity 
of all solutions. The temperature control program in the calorimeter was set to 
24.935
 oC and controlled by a Sodev CT-L circulator thermostat.   
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Solutions were introduced into the calorimeter through a four way chromatography 
valve (Hamilton, U.S.A, model HVP) by a peristaltic pump (Gilson, Minipuls 3) 
with a 0.6 cm
3 min
-1 flow rate. 
 
The voltage output from the calorimeter was monitored with an integrating 
voltmeter (Hewlett Packard model 34401A) over periods of 30 to 60 seconds.  
 
4.3  RESULTS 
 
4.3.1  Calorimeter calibration 
 
The Picker flow calorimeter has made possible the determination of a large amount 
of data on heat capacities that was hitherto difficult to obtain. The thermodynamic 
properties calculated from the equations outlined above all assume that there are no 
heat losses from the flow cells, or at least, any losses that do occur had a minimal 
impact on the measured heat capacities [71PLP].    
 
The validity of this assumption has been investigated by several authors. Their 
findings have been inconclusive due to the fact that errors associated with heat 
losses are of the same order of magnitude as the accuracy of the instrument. Despite 
the difficulties in distinguishing between possible heat losses and the normal errors, 
some investigators have applied corrections to their calorimetry data in order to take 
account of heat losses in the calorimeter [76DVP, 82WW].  
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The performance of the calorimeter is most well characterised at low concentrations. 
However, at higher concentrations, there is a possibility that errors may be increased 
because of the greater differences between the reference and sample solutions.  
 
It is therefore necessary to make use of an appropriate chemical standard to calibrate 
the calorimeter and to adjust for any possible error. NaCl is most widely used as a 
chemical standard due to the fact that it is available in high purity and its heat 
capacity has been well characterised.         
 
The Picker flow calorimeter at Murdoch University was calibrated with concentrated 
NaCl solutions and the results compared to reliable literature data 
[02MKM, 85CG, 
92A
]. The results are summarised in table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Table 4.1.  Experimental densities, ρ, heat capacities, Cp, and apparent molar  
heat capacities, Cpφ, of aqueous solutions of NaCl at 25 
oC.  
NaCl 
/ m 
 
ρ 
/ g cm
-1 
Cp 
/J K
-1 g
-1 
Cpφa 
/J K
-1 mol
-1 
Cpφb 
/J K
-1 mol
-1 
Cpφc 
/J K
-1 mol
-1 
        
0.9998 
 
1.036181 3.91535(4)  -37.78(6)  -40.92(1)  -41.43(3) 
1.9986 
 
1.072216 3.71939(36) -13.23(20)  -15.36(1)   
3.0000 
 
1.105705 3.57127(7)  5.17(3)  3.38(5)  2.44(2) 
        
a This study, b interpolated values of Clarke and Glew [85CG], c interpolated values 
from Archer [92A]. 
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Figure 4.1.  Apparent molar heat capacity of NaCl solutions at 25 
oC. (•); This 
study, (○); Values from Magalhaes et al. [02MKM], (□); Interpolated values of 
Clarke and Glew [85CG]. 
 
 
4.3.2  Calorimeter Asymmetry 
 
Calorimeter asymmetry in the context of a Picker heat capacity calorimeter refers to 
the differences in the measured values of the relative volumetric heat capacity for 
each of the two sample legs. Under ideal conditions the absolute value of the power 
change during the two measurement legs should be the same. It has been noticed by 
several authors that there is frequently a small discrepancy between the two values 
of the applied power [76DVP, 02MKM]. This discrepancy is usually insignificant 
when measuring the heat capacities of relatively dilute solutions. However, the 
problem becomes more serious at higher concentrations.  
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There are various explanations that have been suggested for this anomaly. The first 
is simply the incomplete flushing of the concentrated sample from the measurement 
cell, by the reference solution. Also, as more concentrated solutions are used, the 
differences in the thermal conductivity between the sample and reference solutions 
may result in unequal heat losses between the cells [02MKM].          
 
The differences between the heat capacities calculated from the first leg, Cp(A), and 
the second leg, Cp(B), is outlined in Figure 4.2 below. 
 
It is clear from the graph that the measurements for Cp(A) are consistently higher 
than those for Cp(B) and that the discrepancy is greater with higher concentration. 
These results agree with those of previous studies [02MKM, 85CG].  
 
Unfortunately, these observations shed no light on the exact cause of the error. Nor 
do the results indicate which of the experimental values of ∆σ/σ yield the most 
accurate values. All thermodynamic values were therefore calculated from 
measurements made during the first leg, Cp(A) in conformance with previous studies 
performed in this laboratory. This type of measurement corresponds to the reference 
solution being replaced by the more concentrated sample solution. 
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Figure 4.2.  Difference between ‘first leg’, Cp(A) and ‘second leg’, Cp(B), heat 
capacities, (•) Na2Suc; (■) Na2Mal; (▲)K2Ox. 
 
4.3.3  Apparent molal volumes 
 
The partial molal volumes of the four selected salts are summarised in Table 4.2; 
 
Table 4.2.  Apparent molal volume of electrolytes at 25 
oC 
Molality 
 
/ m 
 
Density 
 
/ g cm
-3 
Vφ 
 
/V cm
-3mol
-1 
 
Molality 
 
/ m 
 
Density 
 
/ g cm
-3 
Vφ 
 
/V cm
-3mol
-1 
 
Na2Suc 
 
   Na2Mal    
0.01000 
 
0.998141  52.43    0.01000  0.998203  32.14   
0.02000 
 
0.999243  54.13    0.02000  0.999271  37.63    
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Table 4.2           (Continued)    
0.04200 
 
1.001535  54.54    0.04000  1.001444  38.27   
0.06000 
 
1.003529  54.40    0.06000  1.003607  38.23   
0.1000 
 
1.007698  55.12    0.09900  1.007822  39.11   
0.2000 
 
1.017997  56.14    0.2050  1.018850  40.54   
0.3000 
 
1.028045  56.86    0.3000  1.028551  41.69   
0.5000 
 
1.047460  58.26    0.4980  1.048206  43.02   
0.7500 
 
1.070410  59.70    0.7370  1.070786  44.57   
1.000 
 
1.092289  60.93    0.9750  1.092131  46.02   
1.494 
 
1.132322  62.93    1.481  1.134796  48.25   
1.999 
 
1.169445  64.62    1.995  1.173577  50.51   
     3.000 
 
1.241777  53.32   
     3.991 
 
1.296362  56.16   
K2Ox 
 
   Na2Ox    
0.01000 
 
0.998319  42.43    0.01000  0.998164  22.01   
0.02000 
 
0.999506  42.30    0.02000  0.999268  22.08   
0.04000 
 
1.001904  44.35    0.04000  1.001477  23.16   
0.06100 
 
1.004415  45.27    0.06000  1.003675  23.85   
0.1010 
 
1.009207  45.28    0.1000  1.007962  24.55   
0.1970 
 
1.020459  46.26    0.1510  1.013276  25.58   
0.3000 
 
1.032086  47.47    0.2000  1.018424  26.36   
0.5010 
 
1.054203  49.20    0.2500  1.023554  27.02   
0.7490 
 
1.080170  50.79         
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Table 4.2  (Continued) 
0.9990 
 
1.105267  52.11         
1.198  
 
1.124387  53.00         
1.397 
 
1.142785  53.92         
1.498 
 
1.151715  54.40         
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Figure 4.3  Apparent molal volumes of electrolytes at 25 
oC; (●) Na2Ox; (■) 
K2Ox; (▲) Na2Mal; (♦) Na2Suc; solid line, Pitzer model; dotted line, Redlich-
Rosenfeld-Mayer model.  
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4.3.4  Apparent molal heat capacities 
 
The apparent molal heat capacities of the salts are outlined in Table 4.3; 
 
Table 4.3  Apparent molal heat capacities of electrolytes at 25 
oC a. 
Molality 
 
/m 
 
∆σ/σo 
 
/ x 10
3 
Heat capacity 
 
/ J K
-1 g
-1 
Apparent molal heat 
capacity 
/ J K
-1mol
-1  
 
Na2Suc 
 
    
0.01000 
 
-0.579(79) 4.175(4)  -32.4(13) 
0.02040 
 
-1.123(57)  4.168(8)    -0.05(68) 
0.04190 
 
-2.289(20) 4.154(8)  -2.7(56) 
0.06050 
 
-3.232(20)  4.141(8)    4.9(86) 
0.1003 
 
-5.193(17)  4.116(7)    11.83(75) 
0.2003 
 
-9.343(45)   0.057(19)    39.84(563) 
0.3001 
 
-12.837(24)   4.004(10)        55.68(53) 
0.5005 
 
-18.141(20)  3.908(8)       87.30(3) 
0.7497 
 
-22.198(10)   3.809(10)        119.57(21) 
1.000 
 
-24.151(24)  3.725(9)       147.19(1) 
1.494 
 
-23.252(15)  3.597(6)       191.38(2) 
1.999 
 
-17.927(14)  3.501(5)       227.17(8) 
Na2Mal 
 
    
0.01000 
 
-0.596(1) 4.175(0)  -116.98(58) 
0.02020 
 
-1.053(4) 4.168(2)  -71.0(11) 
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 
0.04020 
 
-2.0700(5) 4.155(0)  -59.23(461) 
0.06000 
 
-3.034(9) 4.142(4)  -50.17(554) 
0.09950 
 
-4.781(12) 4.117(10)  -39.46(87) 
0.2049 
 
-8.717(1) 4.057(1)  -10.00(45) 
0.3005 
 
-11.590(14) 4.007(6)  10.37(67) 
0.4985 
 
-15.856(12) 3.915(5)  44.00(31) 
0.7374 
 
-17.706(7) 3.821(3)  76.33(1) 
0.9755 
 
-19.58(27) 3.743(10)  103.67(05) 
1.481 
 
-17.706(74) 3.609(27)  147.674(220) 
1.995 
 
-12.277(1) 3.509(5)  182.21(114) 
      
K2Ox 
 
    
0.01030 
 
-0.822(9) 4.173(4)  -148.0(165) 
0.01990 
 
-1.676(2) 4.165(1)  -181.2(113) 
0.04000 
 
-3.270(2) 4.148(7) 
 
-160.7(18) 
0.06120 
 
-4.914(7) 4.131(2)  -147.0(8) 
0.1012 
 
-7.871(9) 4.099(4)  -135.0(2) 
0.1973 
 
-14.652(4) 4.026(1)  -119.4(25) 
0.2998 
 
-21.189(3) 3.954(10)  -102.0(2) 
0.5013 
 
-32.817(8) 3.825(3)  -75.2(7) 
0.7487 
 
-45.337(5) 3.685(2)  -50.8(3) 
0.9993 
 
-56.301(8) 3.560(3)  -31.0(4) 
1.198 
 
-64.078(5) 3.471(2)  -16.95(2)  
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 
1.397 
 
-71.353(10) 3.388(4)  -4.80(3) 
1.498 
 
-74.749(2) 3.491(8)  1.14(1) 
      
Na2Ox 
 
    
0.01000 
 
-0.481(5) 4.175(2)  -117.4(54) 
0.01990 
 
-0.982(6) 4.168(2)  -118.2(72) 
0.04010 
 
-1.815(8) 4.156(3)  -91.3(70) 
0.06040 
 
-2.683(5) 4.143(2)  -87.8(14) 
0.1002 
 
-4.199(14) 4.119(6)  -73.4(18) 
0.1506 
 
-5.912(31) 4.091(13)  -57.81(94) 
0.2001 
 
-7.350(49) 4.064(20)  -45.53(85) 
0.2500 
 
-8.640(21) 4.038(8)  -32.16(36) 
a Values in parentheses are standard deviations in last significant figure. 
 
 
4.4  MODELLING PARTIAL MOLAL PROPERTIES 
 
As a first approximation, the increase in the partial molal properties is linear when 
plotted against the square root of the concentration [57CL], as expressed in the 
Masson equation  
c S V V V
o + = φ φ        ( 4 . 1 1 )   
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Figure 4.4  Apparent molal heat capacities of electrolytes at 25 
oC; (●) Na2Ox; 
(■) K2Ox; (▲) Na2Mal; (♦) Na2Suc; solid line, Pitzer model; dotted line, Redlich-
Rosenfeld-Meyer model. 
 
 
where 
o Vφ  is equal to the partial molal volume of the solute (
o
2 V ) at infinite dilution 
and SV is the (empirical) slope which varies between each electrolyte [71M]. The 
Masson equation is an empirical one and is often used simply because it gives 
acceptable fits of experimental data over a wide range of concentrations and 
temperatures.    
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4.4.1 Redlich-Rosenfeld-Meyer  model 
 
Redlich, Rosenfeld and Meyer (RRM) [98BR] argued that the individual slopes of 
SV for each electrolyte given in the Masson model were due to the deviations from 
ideality at high concentrations. As such, the Masson equation was unsuitable for 
extrapolating data to infinite dilution [71M]. In contrast, RRM applied the Debye-
Hückel theory in an effort to calculate the limiting slope rather than rely on the 
empirical nature of the Masson equation. By differentiating the Debye-Hückel 
equation for the activity coefficient of an electrolyte with respect to pressure, RRM 
were able to derive an expression for the limiting slope of a plot of Vφ against the 
square root of molal concentration 
 
()
2 1 2 1 o
1 V
2 3 0
p , p , ρ A V V c ω φ φ + =       ( 4 . 1 2 )  
 
where ω
3/2 is a valency factor and AV is the molarity-based Debye-Hückel parameter 
for volumes and the remaining symbols have their usual meaning. In this study,  V A 
takes the value 1.875 cm
3mol
-3/2kg
1/2K
-1 [91P] and the valency factor is    
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where νi and zi are the stoichiometric and charge number of the species i. Equation 
4.13 and the constant Debye-Hückel term in Equation 4.12 means that, in contrast to 
the Masson equation, the RRM equation predicts the same limiting slope for every 
electrolyte of specific valence type [71M]. The RRM equation is extended to higher 
concentrations by the addition of an extra term to Equation 4.13   
 
c b c S V V V
2 1 *
V
o + + = φ φ      ( 4 . 1 4 )  
 
where bV is an empirical parameter fitted to the experimental data and whilst the 
other symbols are those used in 4.12. It is important to emphasise that 
*
V S  
determined using the RRM model has a quite different meaning to that obtained 
from the Masson model. The experimental data was for the apparent molal volume 
and heat capacity was fitted using the RRM model and is shown in Table 4.3 (p 4-
18) and Table 4.4 (p 4-21). 
 
 
4.4.2  Ion interaction approach 
 
The RRM model was derived from the fundamental theory of the Debye-Hückel. 
limiting law which is only valid at low concentrations due to the disregard of short 
range ionic interactions. At high solute concentrations the short range dispersive 
interaction of the solute ions cause serious discrepancies to be observed between the 
experimentally determined activities of the solute and the ‘ideal’ activities predicted  
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by the Debye-Hückel theory. A rigorous theory applicable to concentrated 
electrolytes is required if the thermodynamic properties of the dicarboxylate salts 
are to be modelled accurately for ionic strengths approaching those found in Bayer 
liquors. A practical solution to this problem exists in the form of the Pitzer ion 
interaction model [91P]. Although the ion interaction theory does not provide any 
fundamental basis for calculating the partial molal properties, it has been very 
successful in representing experimental data over a very wide range of conditions.           
 
In contrast to the Debye-Hückel theory, the ion interaction model [91P] attempts to 
take into account the short range interactions of the solute ions. Instead of 
determining the effects of solute molecules on a single arbitrary central ion, the 
complex solute interactions are averaged as the ‘potentials of mean force’. The 
potential of mean force and the resulting deviation from ideality of the solution is 
expressed as the ‘excess’ Gibbs free energy (G
EX) [50M].  
 
G
EX can be expressed mathematically as a power series with the form      
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The first term in the brackets is a Debye-Hückel term for first order, long range 
electrostatic interactions, where Ww is the mass in kilograms of the solvent (water) 
and f(I) is an ionic strength related Debye-Hückel term. The Debye-Hückel term 
differs from that found in the D-H limiting law and takes the form  
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() () I b 1 ln
b
I 4A
I f +  


 


− =
φ         ( 4 . 1 6 )  
     
where b is a constant assigned the value of 1.2 at 25 
oC and is related to the product 
of the distance of closest approach of the two solute ions, (å), and the Debye 
parameter B. Aφ is a the Debye-Hückel constant for osmotic coefficient and is dealt 
with in more detail later  
 
The second bracketed term in Equation 4-15 contains the second order virial 
coefficient (λij(I)) for the interaction of two ionic species i and j (λij). The λij(I) term 
depends on the ionic strength and is summed over all possible combinations of i and 
j in the solution. 
 
The third bracketed term is the third order virial coefficient for the interaction of 
three ionic species i, j and k (µijk). This coefficient is purely empirical and is taken to 
be independent of ionic strength. This interaction parameter is thought to be very 
small in all but the most concentrated solutions and is sometimes omitted. 
 
Once the interaction parameters have been measured for G
EX as a function of 
temperature and pressure, thermodynamically consistent expressions for other 
solution properties can be derived. For instance, by differentiating the Pitzer 
equation for G
EX with respect to ionic strength the function for the natural logarithm  
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of the activity coefficient is obtained. Similarly, differentiation with respect to 
pressure yields the apparent molal volume function.  Of critical importance to this 
study is the function for the heat capacity of electrolyte solutions. Differentiation of 
G
EX/T with respect to temperature gives the relative enthalpy (Lφ). The second 
derivative of G
EX yields the function for the apparent molal heat capacity.  
 
The equations used in this study were derived from Equation 4.15 and are shown 
below 
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for a single solute MX where ν is the stoichiometric number of component ions  
(ν = νM + νX), z is the valence charge associated with the ions and I, m, R and T have 
their usual meanings.  
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AC is the Debye-Hückel slope for the heat capacity that is obtained from the double 
differentiation of the Debye-Hückel (Equation 4.16). Accordingly 
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where NA is Avogadro’s number, D is the dielectric permittivity, e is the electron 
charge and ρw is the density of water at 25 
oC. B
C
MX and C
C
MX in Equation 4.17 are 
the adjustable ‘primitive’ Pitzer parameters expressed as the summation of all 
possible binary and ternary combinations respectively.  
 
The parameters are determined by fitting experimental data to a power series of the 
form 
 
BMX  = β
(0)
MX + 2β
(1)
MX[1 – (1 + α1I
1/2) exp(–α1I
1/2)]
 (α1
2I)
–1 
  +   2 β
(2)
MX[1 – (1 + α2I
1/2) exp(–α2I
1/2)] (α2
2I)
–1.   (4.19) 
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where  β
(0) and β
(1) are the empirical parameters that are adjusted to fit the 
experimental data and are unique to every electrolyte and α is a constant set to 2.0 
kg
1/2mol
-1/2. This power series is sufficient to fit experimental data for most 
electrolytes with the exception of 2-2 valency type electrolytes. In this case an 
additional adjustable parameter, β
(2), is added with α2 set to 12.0 kg
1/2mol
-1/2.  
 
The derivation of the Pitzer equations for the apparent molal volumes are analogous 
to those derived for the apparent molal heat capacity and shall not be repeated The 
only exception is that the molarity-based Debye-Hückel constant AV (Equation 4.12) 
is replaced with the Debye-Hückel heat capacity constant AC. In this study, 
()
2 1 0
1 ρ C A  is given the value 32.75 Jmol
-3/2kg
1/2K
-1 quoted in Bradley and Pitzer 
[79DP]. The apparent molal heat capacity and apparent molal volume data were used 
to derive the observable Pitzer parameters. The parameters used are summarised in 
Table 4.4.  
 
No Pitzer parameters for Na2Ox or related species have been reported in the 
literature. Indeed, the limited solubility of Na2Ox makes impossible the direct 
determination of such parameters at the ionic strengths of interest in the present 
work. On the other hand, Na2SO4 (aq) is both highly soluble and well studied [86HM, 
90M]. Accordingly, it was decided to model Na2Ox(aq) by assuming its Pitzer 
parameters were identical to those of Na2SO4 (aq) under all conditions.    
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Table 4.4.  Pitzer model parameters for heat capacities and molal volumes  
(25 
oC) derived from this work.  
 
Electrolyte  β
(0)  β
(1)  C
φ 
Cφ     
Na2Ox a  -4.230 × 10
-5  -1.206 × 10
-4  3.613 × 10
-6 
K2Ox  -4.976 × 10
-6  -8.234 × 10
-5  -1.034 × 10
-5 
Na2Mal  -3.780 × 10
-5  -4.031 × 10
-5  9.224 × 10
-6 
Na2Suc  -4.045 × 10
-5   2.233 × 10
-5  9.552 × 10
-6 
Vφ     
Na2Ox b  5.309 × 10
-5  3.200 × 10
-3  1.752 × 10
-6 
K2Ox  3.760 × 10
-5  1.150 × 10
-4  -4.268 × 10
-6 
Na2Mal  3.260 × 10
-5  1.368 × 10
-4  -2.220 × 10
-6 
Na2Suc  3.896 × 10
-5  -9.545 × 10
-7  -6.256 × 10
-6 
a Data from [02MCM]; b data from [90M] 
 
As can be seen from Figure 4.3 (p 4-16) and Figure 4.4 (p 4-20) the data for all 
electrolytes are fitted by both the RRM model and the Pitzer model. The Pitzer 
parameters for Na2SO4 are also successful in modelling the data for Na2Ox. Close 
examination of the apparent molal heat capacity shows a slight ‘S’ shape in the data. 
The Pitzer model fits this curve for Na2Mal and Na2Suc up to high ionic strengths 
although the curvature in the data seems more pronounced for Na2Ox. This is 
possibly due to the small concentration range of the data and the use of Na2SO4 
parameters for the Pitzer model.  
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4.5  VALUES OF Cφ
o AND Vφ
o 
 
Both the RRM and Pitzer models were used to extrapolate the partial molal 
properties of the electrolytes to infinite dilution. The relative values of Vφ
o and Cp,φ
o 
for both models are summarised in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 respectively. 
 
 Table 4.5.  Vφ
o for electrolytes at 25 
oC. Extrapolated from experimental data 
using the R-R-M model and Pitzer model. 
Electrolyte  R-R-M model a  Pitzer model a 
Na2Ox 20.934  21.087 
K2Ox 41.835  41.787 
Na2Mal 34.693  35.772 
Na2Suc 52.257  52.224 
a / V cm
-3 mol
-1; additional (non-)significant figure retained only to emphasize 
differences. 
 
Table 4.6.  Cp,φ
o for electrolytes at 25 
oC. Extrapolated from experimental data  
using the R-R-M model and Pitzer model.   
 
Electrolyte  R-R-M model a  Pitzer model a 
    
Na2Ox -135.43  -144.52 
K2Ox -190.39  -192.45 
Na2Mal -95.59  -95.12 
Na2Suc -37.08  -34.64 
    
a / J K
-1 mol
-1; additional (non-)significant figure retained only to emphasize 
differences.  
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The values of Vφ
o and Cp,φ
o predicted by the Pitzer model were determined by fitting 
the data over the complete range of ionic strengths. The RRM model was fitted to 
the experimental data for solutions with ionic strength less than 1.0 M. Comparison 
of Vφ
o values calculated by the RRM and the Pitzer method show good agreement 
for all salts. The calculated values of Cp,φ
o are also in reasonable agreement for both 
models with most of the salts differing by less than 2.5 J Kg
-1mol
-1. The only 
exception is Na2Ox. However, since the Pitzer parameters were taken from those for 
Na2SO4, this comparison is not valid. Unfortunately no literature data exists for the 
salts examined in this study with which to compare to the experimental data. 
 
4.6 PARTIAL  MOLAL  PROPERTIES AT HIGH IONIC STRENGTH 
 
The experimental methods outlined above are only able to determine the overall heat 
capacity or density of a macroscopic sample mixture. For instance, it is impossible 
to obtain directly the individual heat capacities of the different species present in a 
mixture from the total heat capacity measured by the calorimeter. Direct 
measurement of the apparent molal heat capacities and densities of Bayer liquor 
organic impurities are best measured in binary solutions.   
 
As outlined in Section 1.2, industrial Bayer liquors are complex mixtures whose 
exact composition varies throughout the process and to a lesser extent over periods 
of time as a result of variations in feedstock composition. Thus to predict the  
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thermodynamic properties of Bayer liquors using the model described in Section 1.4 
it will be necessary to have available appropriate data for the major components of 
Bayer liquors, including those of organic impurities. As there are a great variety of 
organic impurities in a typical Bayer liquor (Section 1.2.1) it is appropriate to select 
a few compounds as ‘models’ for the organic content of Bayer liquors. 
 
Young’s rule provides a possible solution to the problem of predicting the 
thermodynamic properties of mixtures in that, if obeyed, the partial molal heat 
capacity or partial molal volume of a mixture is equal to the sum of the partial molal 
properties of the binary solutions of each of its constituents at that ionic strength 
[54YS]. Hence, it may be possible to measure the thermodynamic properties of 
binary solutions of the organic impurities at high ionic strengths and then use 
Young’s rule to calculate the bulk property of the mixture. 
 
For the successful application of Young’s rule to the prediction of the 
thermodynamic properties of Bayer liquors, measurements of the target electrolytes 
must be made at ionic strengths that are encountered in industrial Bayer liquors. 
Na2Mal and Na2Suc are both suitable for this purpose as they are soluble and stable 
so that their thermodynamic properties can be measured easily. As discussed in 
Section 1.2.2, Na2Ox is a particularly important organic impurity. However, this 
presents a problem as Na2Ox is sparingly soluble. One possible way of 
circumventing this problem is to measure the partial molal properties of similar, 
more soluble, electrolytes such as K2Ox and to use Young’s rule to estimate the  
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hypothetical partial molal properties of Na2Ox by appropriate combinations of 
electrolytes at ionic strengths inaccessible by direct measurement.   
 
     
The additive properties of binary electrolyte solutions were checked at high 
concentrations by examining the literature data for several common 1:1 and 1:2 
valency electrolytes [92SLL, 96CM, 76DDP, 76SWM, 74FLD, 81AW, 37W, 
02MCM, 75PDM, 78OSH]. By testing the differences in the apparent values at 
finite concentrations it was hoped that the data would vary in a well behaved 
manner. This would give confidence in the assumption that Young’s rule is being 
obeyed to reasonably high ionic strengths. The differences in the heat capacities of 
electrolytes containing sodium ions and potassium ions (Cp(KyX)  − C p(NayX))/y 
were plotted against the square root of the ionic strength in Figure 4.6 and a similar 
plot for volumes is given in Figure 4.5.  
 
The differences between salts with the same anions but different cations are 
remarkably constant with ionic strength up to at least 2.25 M. Further evidence for 
the additive properties of the apparent molal volumes is given in that the difference 
between Vφ for Na2SO4 and K2SO4 is twice the difference between Vφ for NaCl / 
KCl and NaBr / KBr.   
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Figure 4.5.  Differences between apparent molal volumes of Na
+ and K
+ salts 
containing various common anions at 25 
oC (•); Cl
−, (■); Br
−, (♦); I
−, (▲);  2 1  
SO4
2−, solid line; ∆Vφ = 10.5 cm
-3 mol
-1. 
 
The differences between the apparent molal heat capacities of the test electrolytes 
are summarised in Figure 4.6. Unlike the apparent molal volumes, the differences in 
the apparent molal heat capacity are not constant but display an increased difference 
between the K
+ and Na
+ salts at high ionic strength. Most interesting is the apparent 
difference between 1:1 and 2:1 salts. At ionic strengths (I > 3.5), ∆Cpφ for KCl and 
NaCl increases dramatically. In contrast, ∆Cpφ for K2SO4 and Na2SO4 slowly 
decreases. Despite these differences, the additivity of Cpφ for all the salts are quite   
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Figure 4.6.  Differences between apparent molal heat capacities of Na
+ and K
+ 
salts of various common anions at 25 
oC (•); Cl
−, (■); Br
−, (♦); I
−, (▲); SO4
2−, solid 
line;  ∆Cpφ = 8.191 × I
1/2 + 28.616. 
 
well behaved for concentration up to I
1/2 ≈ 2.0 M and can be adequately described 
by the simple function   
 
(Cp(KyX)  − Cp(NayX))/y = (8.191 × I
1/2) + 28.616      (4.20) 
 
The apparent partial molal volume and heat capacity of Na2Ox was estimated using 
several models. The partial molal properties of K2Ox were determined as a binary 
solution. K2Ox has a higher solubility in water (∼ 1.6 m at 25 
oC [64LS]) than  
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Na2Ox. By taking the measured properties of K2Ox and assuming a consistent or 
systematically varying difference between the K
+ and Na
+ salts (as demonstrated by 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively) the values of Cp,φ and Vφ for Na2Ox were estimated 
up to ionic strength ∼ 4.5 M 
 
Experimental values of Cp,φ for Na2SO4 [02MKM] were also used to estimate Cp,φ 
and Vφ for Na2Ox by assuming additivity of the Na
+ and K
+ ions. In the case of 
apparent molal volumes a constant correction factor was applied. The apparent molal 
heat capacity was estimated using an ionic strength dependant correction factor 
calculated from Equation 4.20.  
 
The thermodynamic data for Na2Ox was also modeled by the Pitzer equations using 
the parameters derived for Na2SO4 by Holmes and Mesmer [86HM]. Na2SO4 also 
has a reasonable solubility (∼1.9 m [64LS]). It is expected that the model fitted to the 
experimental points at low ionic strength would represent the thermodynamic 
properties of Na2Ox accurately up to the ionic strength corresponding to Na2SO4 
saturation. However, extrapolation of the Pitzer model to temperatures, pressures 
and concentrations beyond the range of the correlated experimental data frequently 
result in erroneous predictions [01K].  
 
It is evident from Figures 4.7 and 4.8 that the Pitzer parameters for Na2SO4 are 
remarkably successful in correlating the data for Na2Ox at low ionic strength. This   
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Figure 4.7.  Estimation of apparent molal volume of Na2Ox to high ionic 
strengths. (•); Na2Ox experimental values, (■); K2Ox experimental values. Solid 
line: extrapolation based on Pitzer model developed for this study; dashed line: 
extrapolation based on K2Ox; Dashed-dot line: extrapolation based on Na2SO4 data 
[02MKM]. 
 
 
result is most likely due to the identical valence type of the electrolytes and 
cation/anion stoichiometry. The results of all three models and the estimated values 
of Vφ and Cp,φ  are illustrated in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 respectively. 
 
Comparison of the results from the three models indicates a modest agreement 
between the predicted thermodynamic properties up to moderate ionic strengths. At  
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Figure 4.8.  Estimation of apparent molal heat capacity of Na2Ox at high ionic  
strengths. (•); Na2Ox experimental values, (■); K2Ox experimental values. Solid 
line: extrapolation based on Pitzer model developed for this study; dashed line; 
extrapolation based on K2Ox data from this study, Dash-Dot line; extrapolation 
based on Na2SO4 data [02MKM]. 
 
an ionic strength of 4.0 M the estimated values of Cp,φ from the three models vary 
over a range of approximately 50 JK
−1mol
−1 and the variation in Vφ is approximately 
5 cm
−3mol
−1. Hence the thermodynamic properties of Na2Ox, which were obtained 
for ionic strengths unattainable by direct measurement, can be estimated with a 
degree of confidence.  
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The bulk properties of complex mixtures such as Bayer liquors can be estimated by 
applying Young’s rule. The partial molal properties of the soluble impurities at the 
ionic strength of the solution mixture, either measured directly in the case of Na2Mal 
and Na2Suc or estimated as in the case of Na2Ox, can be added together to give an 
approximation of the macroscopic properties of the solution.        
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Chapter Five 
 
Solubility 
 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
It is apparent from the outline of the Bayer process in Chapter One, that large-
scale alumina refining depends on the relative solubility of different species in 
the liquor. Furthermore, the presence and solubility of various impurities (of 
which organic matter is only one group) can have dramatic effects on the quality 
of the product and also on the operating conditions of the refinery (Section 
1.2.2).  
 
In addition to providing useful data to the alumina industry, examination of the 
solubility of key organic impurities in concentrated electrolyte solutions can 
provide valuable information on the thermodynamics of both the solute and its 
mixtures. For instance, the role of activity effects and weak ion association 
equilibria in controlling the solubility of electrolytes can be expected to be 
significant in concentrated electrolyte solutions. The high ionic strengths of the 
synthetic solutions used in this study preclude the use of a purely theoretical 
model to predict activity coefficients and the solubility of a salt in the presence of 
an inert background electrolyte can be used to determine the change in solute 
activity coefficient with ionic strength.  
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The target electrolytes for this solubility study were Na2Ox and CaOx⋅H2O. 
These salts were selected due to their particular relevance to the Bayer process. 
As outlined in the introductory chapter (Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2), Na2Ox is one 
of the major degradation products of organic material included in the bauxite 
feedstock. Of the many negative influences of this organic impurity, the most 
important is probably its deleterious effect on the crystallisation and 
agglomeration of gibbsite in the precipitation stage of the Bayer process [93CT]. 
Calcium, in the form of lime is added to the Bayer process during the re-
causticisation stage in order to remove Na2CO3 and restore NaOH to the liquor. 
Any Ox
2− present in the liquor can be carried into the recausticisation stage 
where it may react with the Ca
2+ and form CaOx⋅H2O. This insoluble salt can 
form as scale on the interior surfaces of the plant and may eventually foul the 
flow of liquor throughout the refinery.  
 
Due to its very sparing solubility, CaOx⋅H2O is also of considerable interest in 
solubility studies to determine activity coefficient effects. In a solution with a 
concentrated background electrolyte, the low solubility of CaOx⋅H2O ensures 
that the dissolving solute’s contribution to the ionic strength is very low 
compared to that of the inert background electrolyte. This means that the ionic 
strength of the solution is more controllable and that variations in activities will 
be minimal.       
 
The availability of simple and accurate methods of determining Ox
2− 
concentrations was also advantageous. 
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5.1.1  Thermodynamic principles 
 
The solubility of a solid such as Na2Ox in an aqueous phase can be represented 
by the equilibrium 
 
Na2Ox (S)   2Na
+
(aq) + Ox
2-
(aq)      (5.1) 
 
For which the standard solubility product is given by 
 
− + = 2
2 o
S K Ox Na a a         (5.2) 
  
Under conditions of constant temperature and pressure the amount of solid 
dissolved in the aqueous phase will alter until equilibrium is achieved. The 
equilibrium between the solute and solvent is characterized by equal chemical 
potentials of each species in each phase 
[58HO]  
 
aq
i
S
i µ µ =          ( 5 . 3 )  
 
Chemical potential has been described in detail in Section 2.1.1, but for 
convenience is repeated here 
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where all terms are as previously described (Section 2.1.1). In the present 
context, concentration, ci, is on the mol L
−1 scale.  
 
The total change in Gibbs energy corresponding to the dissolution of the solute in 
an aqueous phase is expressed as 
 
o
S i i K RT ln + ∆ = ∆
ο µ µ        (5.5) 
 
where K
o
S is the solubility product constant in Equation 5.2. The superscript is 
used to indicate that in this case the standard state is defined in terms of the pure 
water as the solvent as opposed to a solution of background electrolyte. Any 
perturbation of the chemical equilibrium conditions, such as changes in 
temperature, pressure will cause the equilibrium constant to change value. The 
addition of more or different chemical components does not change this 
equilibrium constant, but generally results in different species concentrations.  
 
Given the importance of organic impurities to the Bayer process and the relative 
ease with which solubility measurements are made, it is not surprising that there 
have been numerous solubility studies of Na2Ox relevant to Bayer chemistry. 
However, for one reason or another, all of these studies are of limited value in 
the present context. The large majority of industry studies have measured the 
total organic carbon (TOC) in the liquors rather than specific impurities [83LN, 
93PPS]. Naturally these studies usually use real Bayer liquors (of poorly defined 
composition) and so there is less control over the experimental parameters.  
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5.1.2 Practical  considerations 
 
Solubility techniques are perhaps the simplest of experimental measurements. 
For solids in liquids they are usually made by introducing excess solid solute into 
a solvent held at constant temperature and allowing an appropriate period for 
equilibration. The solution is then sampled and the concentration of solute that 
has dissolved in the solvent determined by an appropriate analytical method. In 
practice the experiment is somewhat more difficult. The main difficulty arises 
because of the various rates at which the solute reaches equilibrium with the 
solvent. Some salts will reach a steady equilibrium within seconds while others 
can take months or even years. Most experiments involve the sample being 
removed from the temperature-controlled environment for sampling. As soon as 
the temperature changes, the equilibrium conditions may be altered, and the 
subsequent analysis no longer determines the true equilibrium solubility value. 
This problem is particularly acute for rapidly equilibrating solids where even 
small changes in temperature during sampling can significantly alter the 
solubility values.  
 
A solubility apparatus has been developed at Murdoch University [99CHM] that 
overcomes this source of experimental error. This apparatus allows the 
solid/solvent mixture to equilibrate in a temperature-controlled environment 
while simultaneously providing continuous gentle agitation to ensure adequate 
mixing of the solute and solvent. Gentle equilibration is necessary to avoid 
fracture of the solid particles; surfaces under stress can give rise to a metastable  
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steady state and, hence, solution concentrations that differ from the true 
solubility value (at equilibrium). Long term temperature stability is also 
important. 
 
The key feature of this solubility apparatus, however, is its ability to allow 
sampling of the liquid phase without removing the sample from its thermostatted 
environment. This eliminates the errors caused by cooling of the sample. The 
details of the solubility apparatus construction and sampling procedure have been 
described in detail elsewhere [99CHM, 99C]. 
 
 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
 
5.2.1  Reagents 
 
All salts were of analytical reagent grade and were dried in an oven at 70 
oC 
overnight unless otherwise stated. The salts LiCl, NaCl, NaClO4, KOH and CsCl 
(of purity 99.0, 99.5, 99.0, 85.0, and ≥ 99.9 %w/w respectively) were obtained 
from BDH (U.K.) whilst crystalline KCl and Na2Ox (99.8 and 99.9% w/w) were 
from Ajax,(Australia). CsCl was dried in a vacuum oven at 70
oC for at least 24 h 
before use and stored over silica gel at reduced pressure. Solid TMACl⋅2H2O 
(Aldrich 97.0%) was re-crystallised twice from absolute ethanol and dried for at 
least 24 h over silica gel under reduced pressure at room temperature. Sodium 
aluminate and NaOH solutions were prepared from a stock 20 M NaOH solution 
[00SMH], made from AR grade NaOH pellets (BDH, 97.0%), and BDH AR  
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grade aluminium wire as described by Sipos et al. [98SHM]. Dried Na2Ox was 
used to standardise the KMnO4 solutions. The same Na2Ox was used as the solid 
phase in the solubility measurements. Solutions of KMnO4 were prepared from 
solid KMnO4 (Ajax, LR ≥99.0 %w/w), left to stand for several days, filtered to 
remove precipitated MnO2 and standardised (± 0.2 % relative) with 0.0500 M 
Na2Ox solution before use.  
 
CaOx⋅H2O for use as solid phase was prepared by the slow addition of 0.05 M 
solutions of Na2Ox (Ajax, Australia 99.9 % w/w) and calcium chloride (CaCl2, 
Ajax, Australia ≥98 %w/w) into 3 L of purified and distilled H2O at 70 
oC 
[98TSK]. Precipitated CaOx⋅H2O was filtered through Pall Gellman Versapor
-
450, 47 mm, 0.45 µm supported membrane filters. Purity of the CaOx⋅H2O was 
checked by X-ray diffractometry (Phillips model PW 1049/10 using Co-Kα 
radiation) with comparison against JCPDS data files [75JCP]. 
 
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3, 99.5 %w/w) was from BDH, Australia. Standard 
Ca
2+ solutions were prepared by dissolving CaCO3 in a minimum volume of 
HNO3 solution (AR grade 70% diluted 1:4 with H2O) and made up to volume in 
high purity water. The final standard concentration was 0.02500 M (1000 ppm) 
which was standardised (to ± 0.2 %) with 0.01 M ethylenediaminetetra-acetic 
acid (EDTA, Convol, UK) using Eriochrome black-T indicator and an ammonia / 
ammonium chloride buffer [78BDJ].   
 
All solutions were prepared from high purity water (Millipore Milli-Q system), 
de-carbonated by boiling and cooling under high purity nitrogen gas [00SMH].  
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5.2.2  Methods 
 
Equilibration vessels for the solubility apparatus described in Section 5.1.2 were 
Terumo 60 mL polypropylene syringes with a tight fitting machined 
polypropylene plunger fitted with a PTFE o-ring. Solid and liquid phases were 
separated using microporous (0.45 µm) membrane filters (GHP ACRODISC
TM 
25mm diameter).  
 
Solubilities were mostly determined from undersaturation. However, to ensure 
that true equilibrium had been achieved, randomly selected solutions were also 
measured from oversaturation by initial equilibration at higher (∼5
oC) 
temperatures followed by re-equilibration at the desired (lower) temperature. 
Sampling was repeated until concordant (≤0.5%) solubility results were obtained. 
 
Saturated solution densities at the target temperatures were determined using an 
Anton Paar DMA 602 vibrating glass tube density meter. The density of the 
aqueous phase was measured immediately after sampling to avoid the 
precipitation of Na2Ox. Densities of caustic solutions, which had been 
equilibrated at higher temperatures (50 and 70
oC), were measured using an 
Anton Paar DMA512P Hastelloy vibrating tube density meter. 
 
With one exception, Na2Ox solubilities were determined by oxidation of the 
dissolved Na2Ox with the standard KMnO4 titration [78BDJ]. Difficulties were 
encountered with samples containing the inert background electrolyte TMACl.  
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The kinetics of the oxidation/reduction reaction was slow in this medium, 
resulting in an erroneously high apparent oxalate concentration due to 
overtitration (approximately +15 % error in final concentration). This problem 
was solved by adding a small amount of manganese(II) sulphate to the sample to 
act as a catalyst. The reaction then proceeded rapidly and quantitative results 
were obtained (∼0.4 % error in final concentration) [78BDG]. Na2Ox in the 
NaOH/Al(OH)3 solutions at ionic strength 3.0 M ([NaOH]/[Al(OH)3] = 2.0) were 
determined by suppressed ion exchange chromatography with a conductometric 
detector and an Alltech resin IC column using a standard carbonate/bicarbonate 
mobile phase.  
 
Due to their lower concentrations, CaOx samples could not be analysed by 
titration with KMnO4. Instead the solubility was determined by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry (AAS, Varian SpectrAA 50) using a standard 
method 
[72V]. The AAS used a lean nitrous oxide/acetylene/air fuel mixture. 
Absorbances were measured at 422.7 nm using a Photron Ca
2+ hollow cathode 
lamp. The AAS was optimised prior to each use using a 2 ppm Ca
2+, 2 g/L 
potassium nitrate (KNO3) solution. A series of standards were prepared from the 
Ca
2+ standard solution ranging from 1.0 to 6.0 × 10
-5 M (0.5 to 5.0 ppm) with 
appropriate amounts of background electrolyte. Sample concentrations were 
determined by comparison with the standard curve.  Equilibrated solid phases 
were characterized by XRD analysis. 
 
The sampling procedure was tested by measuring the solubility of sodium 
chloride in water at 25
oC. Saturated solutions were analysed by sub-boiling  
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evaporation followed by drying at 70
oC to constant weight. The solubility of 
NaCl was found to be 6.159 m which compared well with literature values of 
6.160 m [65LS, 99D].   
 
5.2.3  Testing of titrimetric analysis 
 
Sodium oxalate was found to equilibrate rapidly (< 24 h) at all temperatures 
regardless of the background medium. Test titrations involving additions of 
Na2Ox to the target media were performed on all background electrolytes and in 
most cases proved to be accurate without having to resort to blank corrections.  
   
5.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.3.1  Na2Ox solubility in concentrated electrolyte media 
 
Tables 5.1 through 5.3 given below summarise the solubility data obtained for 
Na2Ox in Na
+-containing media at 25, 50 and 70
oC. The solubilities of Na2Ox at 
25
oC in various electrolyte media containing Na
+ as the common ion are shown 
in Figure 5.1. Increased temperature results, as is common, in an increase in the 
solubility of Na2Ox without any significant change in the shape of the solubility 
curve as a function of the common ion concentration. This is illustrated for 
NaOH in Figure 5.3 (p 5-13).   
 
Also included in Table 5.2 are the solubility measurements of Na2Ox made in the 
NaCl/NaOH and NaClO4/NaOH solutions at constant ionic strength at 25 and  
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50
oC. Replacing ClO4
− or Cl
– with OH
− at constant sodium concentration showed 
that within the limits of experimental precision, there was almost no difference in 
the solubility of Na2Ox.   
 
The solubility of Na2Ox in synthetic Bayer liquors was also measured in two 
NaOH/NaAl(OH)4 solutions at ionic strengths of 1.0 M and 3.0 M. In both cases 
the measured solubility was similar to that obtained in other solutions at the same 
sodium concentrations. This result suggests that, consistent with Figure 5.1, the 
presence of the aluminate ion in solution does not significantly affect the 
solubility. It may thus be concluded that no significant interaction takes place 
between C2O4
2- and Al(OH)4
− ions in synthetic Bayer liquors. 
 
The data summarized in Figures 5.1 to 5.3 suggest that the solubility of Na2Ox in 
sodium-containing electrolyte solutions is largely determined by the sodium ion 
concentration via the common ion effect. Regardless of the background 
electrolyte anion, the solubility of sodium oxalate is dramatically reduced with 
increasing concentrations of Na
+ ions from the background electrolyte. 
 
Further support for the predominance of the common ion effect and the relative 
unimportance of activity coefficient changes in this system (even to high 
electrolyte concentrations) is given from a calculation of the common ion effect 
on the solubility. 
 
The solubility product is given by Equation 5.2. From the definition of activity 
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[] [ ] − +
− + = 2
2 2 2
Ox Na
o
S Ox Na K γ γ       (5.6) 
 
where  γ is the ionic activity coefficient of the charged species. If activity 
coefficients are neglected then,  
 
[] [ ]
− + = ≈
2 2
Ox Na K K S
o
S        (5.7) 
 
Substitution of the total sodium ion concentration in, say, NaCl media 
subsequently gives 
 
[] [ ]
2 2 + − ≈ = Na K S Ox S        (5.8) 
where S is the analytical solubility, assuming no other sodium/oxalate species are 
present.  
 
The results of calculations using Equation 5.8 and taking S = 0.0753 M (from the 
experimental data) at 25 
oC are shown in Figure 5.5 (p 5-23). The differences 
between the calculated concentration and the actual solubilities are quite small 
and, in one case, within the experimental error of the analytical result. This is 
somewhat surprising as activity coefficient changes might be expected to be 
significant, given such large changes in the ionic strength. This result presumably 
reflects some cancellation of effects. The reasonably close agreement suggests 
that the activity coefficients of sodium oxalate in concentrated solutions do not 
differ much from those in water.   
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Figure 5.1. Na2Ox solubility in Na
+ containing media at 25 
oC. (•); NaCl, (■); 
NaClO4, (▲); NaOH, (♦); NaAl(OH)4. 
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Figure 5.2.  Na2Ox solubility in NaOH at various temperatures. (•) 25 
oC, (■) 
50 
oC, (▲) 70 
oC.  
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Figure 5.3  Measured (•) and calculated (■) solubility of Na2Ox (neglecting 
activity coefficients) Error bars refer to the experimental reproducibility of the 
solubility data. 
 
 
The effect of increasing ionic strength on the variation of the activity coefficient 
of sodium oxalate is apparent in the solubility data in non-common ion or 
‘indifferent’ media. In this case the ionic strength was increased by the addition 
of an ‘inert’ electrolyte believed to have limited interaction with the solute 
species. 
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Table 5.1.  Solubility of Na2Ox in Na
+-containing electrolyte media at 25.00 ± 
0.02
oC. 
Medium 
/ M 
Solubility (SD)
a 
/ m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
N
b Solid  phase
c 
H2O 
 
0.2722(36)
d 
0.2648(51)  
0.2632(10) 
1.0209 
1.0209 
1.0251 
6 
9 
9 
 
α 
NaCl 
 
     
0.500   0.1324(98)  1.0305 
 
8  α 
0.998  
 
0.0703(14) 1.0436  8  α 
2.001   0.0280(2) 
0.0318(2) 
1.0730 
1.0671 
9 
9 
α 
5.001  
 
 
0.0043(12) 
0.0042(12) 
1.1817 
1.1833 
9 
9 
 
α 
NaClO4 
 
     
0.507  
 
0.1433(87) 1.0460  8  α 
0.991  
 
0.0781(41) 
0.0852(21) 
1.0681 
1.0635 
9 
9 
 
α 
3.000  
 
0.0127(36) 1.2266  6  α 
6.994   0.0025(4)  1.5154 3 
 
α 
8.000  
 
0.0019(7) 1.5925  6  α 
NaOH 
 
     
0.507  
 
0.1383(72) 1.0320  9  α 
1.005  
 
0.0773(43) 
0.0764(36) 
1.0456 
1.0457 
6 
10 
α 
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Table 5.1  (Continued) 
3.009 
  
0.0177(14) 1.1131  8  α 
5.000  
 
0.00622(20) 1.1786  10  α 
7.000  
 
0.00491(28) 1.2109  3  α 
8.001  
 
0.00371(11) 1.2579  9  α 
10.00  
 
0.00091(45) 1.3205  7  α 
I ≈ 5 M Na(OH,Cl) 
 
      
2.000 NaCl 
3.000 NaOH 
 
0.00586(27) 1.1795  10  α 
4.001 NaCl 
1.006 NaOH 
 
0.00489(18) 
0.0052(9) 
1.1769 
1.1817 
 
8 
α 
4.251 NaCl 
0.752 NaOH 
 
0.00521(34) 1.1815  6  α 
4.501 NaCl 
0.501 NaOH 
 
0.00465(17) 
0.00478(27) 
1.1821 
1.1832 
9 
9 
α 
4.750 NaCl 
0.250 NaOH 
 
0.00478(82) 1.1819  7  α 
I ≈7 M Na(OH,ClO4) 
 
      
5.041 NaClO4 
2.001 NaOH 
 
0.00167(57) 
0.00175(21) 
1.4669 
1.4679 
9 
9 
α 
 2.000 NaClO4 
5.002 NaOH 
 
0.00212(23) 1.3164  10 
 
α 
5.500 NaClO4 
1.501 NaOH 
 
0.00235(49) 1.4511  8  α 
6.000 NaClO4 
1.001 NaOH 
0.00178(61) 
0.00188(35) 
1.5128 
1.5114 
8 
9 
α  
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Table 5.1  (Continued) 
6.503 NaClO4 
0.502 NaOH 
 
0.00225(42) 1.4916  6  α 
NaAl(OH)4 
 
      
        0.350 NaAl(OH)4 
        0.556 NaOH 
 
0.07345(18) 1.058369  4  α 
        1.000 NaAl(OH)4 
        2.001 NaOH 
 
0.00894(29)
f 1.147714  -  α 
 
a All solubilities determined by titration with KMnO4 unless otherwise stated. 
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. 
Solubilities in italics were obtained from initially over-saturated solutions. 
b Total 
number of replicate titrations. 
c Solid phases:  α−Na2C2O4, 
d By gravimetric analysis. 
f Determined by high performance ion chromatography. 
 
 
Table 5.2.   Solubility of Na2Ox in Na
+-containing electrolyte media at 50.00 ± 
0.02
oC. 
Medium 
/ M 
Solubility (SD)
a 
/ m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
N
b  Solid phase
c 
H2O        
 
 
0.3169(8) 
0.33350(11) 
1.0203 
1.02235 
 
8 
5 
α 
NaCl 
 
    
. 
 
1.000  
 
0.1026(19) 1.03604  5  α 
3.000  
 
0.02135(17) 1.1001  4  α 
5.001  
 
0.00705(6) 1.1694  9  α 
NaClO4 
 
      
1.001  
 
0.0840(10) 1.078  4  α  
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Table 5.2  (Continued) 
3.000  
 
0.01355(11) 1.2244  3  α 
7.000  
 
0.00294(23) 1.5304  9  α 
NaOH 
 
      
1.001  
 
0.1179(9) 1.03706  4  α 
3.001  
 
0.02716(20) 1.1020  4  α 
5.002  
 
0.0127(14) 
0.0126(27) 
 
1.1543 
1.15036 
 
9 
4 
α 
7.002  
 
0.00464(16) 1.2122  9  α 
I ≈ 5 M Na(OH,Cl) 
 
      
           1.000   NaCl 
4.001 NaOH 
 
0.01039(42) 
0.01019(21) 
1.1650 
1.16580 
9 
4 
α 
3.000 NaCl 
2.000 NaOH 
 
0.00817(8) 1.16877  6  α 
 
I ≈ 7 M Na(OH,ClO4) 
 
      
2.001 NaClO4 
5.000 NaOH 
 
0.003449(12) 1.30088  4  α 
5.000 NaClO4 
2.000 NaOH 
 
0.00380(32) 
0.00321(15) 
1.4040 
1.4219 
8 
4 
α 
a All solubilities determined by titration with KMnO4 unless otherwise stated. 
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. 
Solubilities in italics were obtained from initially over-saturated solutions. 
b Total 
number of replicate titrations. 
c Solid phases:  α−Na2C2O4. 
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Table 5.3. Solubility of Na2Ox in Na
+-containing electrolyte media at 70.00 ± 
0.02
oC. 
Medium 
/ M 
Solubility (SD)
a 
/ m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
N
b  Solid phase
c 
H2O 
 
0.3850(96) 
0.3829(32) 
1.016478 4 
4 
α 
NaCl 
 
      
0.500  
 
0.2227(54) 1.019459  2  α 
1.001  
 
0.1305(61) 
 
1.029124 3  α 
3.001  
 
0.02734(79) 
 
1.094457 4  α 
5.003  
 
0.0099(8) 
0.0100(13) 
1.161708 5 
4 
α 
NaOH 
 
      
1.000  
 
0.1403(45) 
 
1.033538 4  α 
5.000  
 
0.0140(12) 
0.0174(63) 
1.160399 4 
4 
α 
I ≈ 5 M (Cs,Na)Cl 
 
      
1.000 CsCl 
4.000 NaCl 
 
0.0202(6) 1.242471  4  α 
2.000 CsCl 
3.000 NaCl 
 
0.01754(10) 1.333518  4  α 
3.000 CsCl 
2.001 NaCl 
 
0.03169(65) 1.422225  4  α 
4.001 CsCl 
1.000 NaCl 
0.0828(14) 1.512581  5  α 
a All solubilities determined by titration with KMnO4 unless otherwise stated. 
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. 
Solubilities in italics were obtained from initially over-saturated solutions. 
b Total 
number of replicate titrations. 
c Solid phases:  α−Na2C2O4.   
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The solubilities of Na2Ox in concentrated electrolyte solutions without a 
common ion (CsCl, KCl, KOH, TMACl and LiCl) are summarised in Figure 5.4 
and Table 5.5. The majority of these measurements were performed at 25
oC 
although solubility in CsCl was also measured at 50 and 70
oC (Table 5.5). In 
potassium- and caesium-containing media, the solubility increases slightly 
(Figure 5.4). The solubility in the lithium medium followed a similar trend before 
decreasing drastically at ∼ 1 m LiCl. XRD analysis proved that the solid phase in 
3 m and 5 m LiCl contained both Na2Ox and Li2Ox. This is consistent with the 
known sparing solubility of lithium oxalate (~0.03 m in 5 M LiCl) [65LiS]. In 
contrast to the other electrolytes, addition of TMACl resulted in a significant 
decrease in the solubility of Na2Ox. XRD indicated only Na2Ox in the solid 
phase and thus the plot in Figure 5.4 represents a true solubility curve. The cause 
of this radically different effect is unknown but is consistent with the marked 
differences of equilibrium constant often observed in tetraalkylammonium salt 
solutions compared with those in alkali metal salt media [65LS]. 
 
Accurate prediction of the activity coefficient of Na2Ox using the Debye-Hückel 
or related theoretical or semi-empirical equations [58HO, 98BR] is difficult due 
to the relatively high solubility and charge type of the salt. Although the activity 
coefficient of a solute may not be able to be calculated reliably, it can, by 
definition, be related to the variation of some experimentally measurable 
property (solubility) from that in its standard state. Thus, from Equation 5.6; 
 
3 3 / 4
o
S K S = ± γ        ( 5 . 7 )   
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The routinely small changes in solubility of Na2Ox with increasing ionic strength 
suggest only small variations in activity coefficient at the (relatively low) 
saturation concentrations in the presence of a considerable excess of ‘swamping’ 
electrolyte.  
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Figure 5.4.  Na2Ox solubility in non – Na
+ media at 25 
oC, (•); CsCl, (■); 
KOH, (♦); KCl, (▲); TMACl, (○); LiCl. 
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Figure 5.5.  Solubility of Na2Ox in CsCl medium at various temperatures. (•); 
25 
oC, (■); 50 
oC, (▲); 70 
oC. 
 
 
Table 5.4   Solubility of Na2Ox in non-Na
+ electrolyte media at 25.00 ± 0.02
oC. 
 
Medium 
/ m 
Solubility SD)
a 
/ m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
N
b   Solid phase
c 
KCl   
 
  
 
  
0.500 
 
0.30582(49) 1.050506  4  α 
1.000 
 
0.3290(36) 
0.32269(87) 
1.072747 
1.072309 
 
4  α 
3.000 
 
0.35390(78) 1.146523  4  α 
3.999 
 
0.3479(76) 1.174981  4  α 
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Table 5.4   (continued) 
CsCl  
 
      
0.500 
 
0.3038(20) 1.08957  4 
 
α 
1.000 
 
0.3291(40) 1.148638  4  α 
3.001 
 
0.35479(75) 1.354866  4  α 
5.000 
 
0.37622(79) 1.525913  4 
 
α 
KOH  
 
      
0.500 
 
0.3125(69) 1.052471  4 
 
α 
1.000 
 
0.3361(14) 
0.3328(11) 
1.077296 
1.076667 
 
4 
4 
α 
2.999 
 
0.3725(28) 1.160276  4 
 
α 
4.998 
 
0.36395(30) 1.226191  4 
 
α 
TMACl  
 
      
0.501 
 
0.2491(46) 1.023419  4  α 
1.000 
 
0.22667 1.018581  4  α 
3.000 0.14904(20) 
0.1464(10) 
 
1.010371 
1.010355 
 
4 
4 
 
α 
5.000 
 
0.11258(66) 0.999827  4  α 
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Table 5.4   (continued) 
LiCl  
 
      
0.499 
 
0.3005(16) 1.038199  4  α 
1.001 
 
0.3201(12) 
0.3214(14) 
1.049644 
1.050095 
 
4 
4 
α 
3.000 
 
0.1342(25)
d  1.078739 4  α , β 
5.000 0.0398(15)
d 1.111268  4  β 
        
a All solubilities determined by titration with KMnO4 unless otherwise stated. 
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. 
Solubilities in italics were obtained from initially over-saturated solutions. 
b Total 
number of replicate titrations. 
c Solid phases:  α−Na2C2O4,  β−Li2C2O4  
d Total 
oxalate concentration in liquid phase present as Na2Ox and Li2Ox.  
 
 
5.3.2 CaOx⋅H2O solubility in concentrated electrolyte media. 
 
The solubility of CaOx⋅H2O was determined in various concentrated electrolyte 
media without a common ion. The data obtained are summarised in Figure 5.6. It 
is immediately apparent that increasing the ionic strength of the solution has the 
effect of increasing the solubility of CaOx⋅H2O by a factor of between 2 and 4.  
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Table 5.5   Solubility of Na2Ox in CsCl media at 50.00 and 70.00
oC (± 0.02
oC). 
Medium 
/ m 
Solubility (SD)
a 
/ m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
N
b   Solid phase
c 
50
oC 
 
      
1.026  
 
0.37207(68) 1.15853  4  α 
4.000  
 
0.4690(43) 1.41634  4  α 
5.000  
 
0.4612(40) 1.49795  4  α 
70
oC 
 
      
1.000  
 
0.4293(13) 1.140209  4  α 
4.000 
 
0.4826(33) 1.416552  4  α 
5.000  
 
0.5219(50) 
 
1.494156 4 
 
α 
a All solubilities determined by titration with KMnO4 unless otherwise stated. 
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. 
Solubilities in italics were obtained from initially over-saturated solutions. 
b Total 
number of replicate titrations. 
c Solid phases:  α−Na2C2O4.
 
 
  
 
 
In most cases the increase in solubility occurs at relatively low ionic strengths. 
For example, CaOx⋅H2O solubility in NaCl and NaClO4 solutions increases until 
I ≈ 1 m and then remains constant (within the limits of experimental certainty). 
KCl has a similar effect although a constant solubility value is not achieved until 
I ≈ 3 m. 
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In the Na
+-containing media (NaCl and NaClO4) the anion has a definite effect 
on the solubility of CaOx⋅H2O. Both salts cause an increase in solubility but the 
solubility in NaCl is roughly twice that for the NaClO4 medium (Figure 5.6.). 
This may be a reflection of very weak ion association between Ca
2+ and Cl
− or 
just an activity coefficient effect.  
 
In contrast, the caesium medium causes a continual increase in CaOx⋅H2O 
solubility throughout the range of ionic strengths studied, resulting in almost an 
order-of-magnitude increase from 4.55x10
-5 m in water to 4.16x10
-4 m in 5 m 
CsCl at 25 
oC.  
 
As with Na2Ox, the solubility of CaOx⋅H2O in TMACl solution initially 
increases in solubility with increasing I. However at I ≈ 1 m further increases in I 
result in a significant lowering of the solubility. XRD analysis indicated that 
there was no phase change in the solid phase.   
 
CaOx⋅H2O solubility was measured in all media at 50 and 70 
oC: it increased 
systematically with increasing temperature (Tables 5.7 and 5.8). A graphical 
representation of the solubility of CaOx⋅H2O in caesium media at different 
temperatures is given in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.6.  CaOx.H2O solubility in electrolyte media at 25 
oC. (•) NaCl; (■) 
NaClO4; (▲) KCl; (♦) CsCl; (○) TMACl. 
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Figure 5.7.  Solubility of CaOx.H2O in CsCl media at various temperatures. 
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Table 5.6.  Solubility of CaOx.H2O at 25.00 ± 0.02
oC. 
 
Medium 
/ m 
Solubility (SD)ɑ 
/m 
Density 
/ g cm
-3 
Solid phase
ь 
H2O      
 4.55(27)x10
-5 0.998091  α  
      
NaCl      
1.000 
 
2.55(19)x10
-4 
2.73(14)x10
-4 
 
1.036729  α  
3.001 
 
2.56(14)x10
-4 1.106170  α  
5.000 
 
2.62(14)x10
-4 1.164442  α  
      
NaClO4 
 
    
1.000 1.27(9)x10
-4 1.057211 
 
α  
3.000 
 
1.23(70)x10
-4 
1.39(10)x10
-4 
 
1.167833  α  
5.000 
 
1.18(32)x10
-4 1.253427  α  
      
KCl 
 
    
1.001 
 
1.67(3)x10
-4 1.042595  α  
2.000 
 
2.51(6)x10
-4 1.080532  α  
4.000 2.83(28)x10
-4 
2.76(34)x10
-4 
1.152551  α  
     
CsCl 
 
    
1.000 
 
2.51(5)x10
-4 
2.63(5)x10
-4 
 
1.118699  α  
3.000 
 
3.65(4)x10
-4 1.330212  α  
4.999 
 
4.16(15)x10
-4 1.508255  α  
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Table 5.6.  (Continued) 
TMACl 
 
    
1.000 
 
1.67(1)x10
-4 0.998781  α  
3.001 
 
1.34(42)x10
-4 
1.39(29)x10
-4 
 
1.002600  α  
5.005 
 
8.86(14)x10
-5  1.006764  α  
      
ɑ All solubilities determined by AAS unless otherwise stated. Numbers in 
parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. Solubilities in 
italics were obtained from initially oversaturated solutions. 
b Solid phase: α – 
CaC2O4.H2O. 
 
 
 Table 5.7.  Solubility of CaOx⋅H2O at 50.00 ± 0.02
oC. 
Medium 
/ m 
Solubility (SD)ɑ 
/m 
n / m
ь  Density 
/ g cm
-3 
Solid phase
c 
 
H2O 
 
7.34(13)x10
-5  
7.61(10)x10
-5 
 
4/2 
4/2  
 
 
0.987942 
 
α  
        
        
NaCl        
1.001 
 
4.121(9)x10
-4 
 
2/1 1.025776  α   
3.001 
 
4.26(13)x10
-4  3/2 1.093807  α  
5.001 
 
3.77(75)x10
-4 
4.23(30)x10
-4 
3/2 
4/2 
1.152685  α  
        
NaClO4        
1.000 
 
2.57(6)x10
-4 4/2  1.057460 α  
3.000 
 
 2.27(11)x10
-4 3/2  1.172004 α  
5.000 
 
1.96(5)x10
-4 
2.12(14)x10
-4 
4/2 
4/2 
1.234864  α  
        
KCl        
1.001 
 
3.94(22)x10
-4 
3.58(30)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
3/2 
1.031349  α  
2.000 
 
4.53(15)x10
-4 
4.48(2)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
3/2 
1.070739  α   
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Table 5.7   (continued) 
4.000 3.49(44)x10
-4 
4.61(23)x10
-4   
4.44(9)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
2/1 
1.140302 
 
α  
CsCl 
 
      
1.000 
 
3.58(23)x10
-4 
 3.50(16)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
1.107920   α  
3.000 
 
5.03(16)x10
-4 
4.96(39)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
2/1 
1.316720  α  
4.999 
 
6.52(7)x10
-4 
5.47(12)x10
-4 
5.64(14)x10
-4 
 
2/1 
4/2 
4/2 
1.491730  α   
TMACl 
 
      
1.000 
 
2.67(8)x10
-4 
2.57(15)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
0.989192  α  
3.001 
 
2.96(7)x10
-4 
2.08(11)x10
-4 
2.16(7)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
4/2 
0.992482  α  
5.005 
 
2.83(13)x10
-4 
1.79(17)x10
-4 
2.03(47)x10
-4 
4/2 
4/2 
3/2 
0.995902  α  
        
ɑ All solubilities determined by AAS unless otherwise stated. Numbers in 
parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. Solubilities in 
italics were obtained from initially oversaturated solutions. 
b Total n
o of 
measurements / n
o of independently filtered solutions.   
c Solid phase: α – 
CaC2O4.H2O. 
 
 Table 5.8  Solubility of CaOx.H2O at 70.00 ± 0.02
oC. 
Medium 
/ m 
Solubility (SD)ɑ 
/m 
n / m
ь  Density 
/ g cm
-3 
Solid phase
c 
H2O  1.13(2)x10
-4 
1.19(3)x10
-4 
4/2 
4/2 
0.977939  α 
NaCl        
1.001 
 
5.08(3)x10
-4 4/2  1.015300  α 
3.001 
 
4.49(18)x10
-4  3/2 1.077845  α 
5.001 5.65(5)x10
-4 4/2  1.141318  α 
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Table 5.8   (continued) 
NaClO4 
 
      
1.000 
 
3.27(19)x10
-4 
2.55(5)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
1.045306  α 
3.000 
 
3.01(9)x10
-4 4/2  1.156728  α 
5.000 
 
2.90(7)x10
-4  4/2 1.220724  α 
        
KCl        
1.001 
 
4.89(7)x10
-4 4/2  1.021079  α 
2.000 
 
5.98(3)x10
-4 
5.59(18)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
1.060290  α 
4.000 
 
6.47(8)x10
-4 4/2  1.129763  α 
        
CsCl        
1.000 
 
4.49(46)x10
-4 4/2  1.097031 α 
3.000 
 
6.61(10)x10
-4 
6.61(20)x10
-4 
 
2/1 
4/2 
1.304159  α 
4.999 
 
7.22(20)x10
-4 4/2  1.478856 α 
        
TMACl 
 
      
1.000 
 
3.28(8)x10
-4 
3.05(11)x10
-4 
 
4/2 
4/2 
0.979204  α 
3.001 
 
2.92(8)x10
-4 4/2  0.982649  α 
5.005 
 
2.65(5)x10
-4 
 
4/2 0.986529  α 
        
ɑ All solubilities determined by AAS unless otherwise stated. Numbers in 
parentheses are standard deviations in the last significant figure. Solubilities in 
italics were obtained from initially oversaturated solutions. 
b Total n
o of 
measurements / n
o of independently filtered solutions.   
c Solid phase: α – 
CaC2O4.H2O. 
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5.3.3  Modelling of solubilities using the ‘Pitzer’ approach. 
 
The Pitzer equations and their use in predicting thermodynamic properties have 
been described in (Section 4.4.2). The advantage of the specific ion-interaction 
method is its relative ease in calculation and also its applicability to mixed 
electrolytes [91P] even in solutions of high ionic strength [77P]. Further details 
on the application of the Pitzer equations to chemical equilibrium are available in 
the literature [86P, 86PP, 75P, 73PM, 74PM, 74PK].  
 
In contrast to the heat capacity and molal volume data in Chapter Four, most of 
the solubility data have been measured in ternary, and in some cases, quaternary 
solutions. The dissolution of a salt in a solution that already contains at least one 
electrolyte induces additional complexity to the Pitzer model [92CPB]. 
 
For a mixed electrolyte solution comprising salts CA and C′A′ (no common ion) 
dissolved in water, additional virial coefficients must be applied. Starting with 
Equation 4.12 the following coefficients are expanded to include all ionic 
interactions; 
 
AA
A
C
CC
C
A
CA CA Z
Z
Z
Z
B λ λ λ
2 2
+ + =       (5.8) 
 








+ − 




 = A CAA
C
CCA
CA Z
Z
C µ
µ
2
3
      (5.9) 
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In addition the following interaction parameters are defined 
 
         ....
2 2
−  


 


−  


 


− = Φ ′ ′
′
′
′ ′ C C
C
C
CC
C
C
C C C C Z
Z
Z
Z
λ λ λ      ( 5 . 1 0 )  
 
         ....
3 3
6 −  


 


−  


 


− = ′ ′
′
′
′ ′ A C C
C
C
CCA
C
C
A C C A C C Z
Z
Z
Z
µ µ µ ψ      (5.11) 
 
         ....
2 2
−  


 


−  


 


− = Φ ′ AA
A
A
AA
A
A
AA A A Z
Z
Z
Z
λ λ λ                   (5.12) 
           
        ....
3 3
6 −  


 


−  


 


− = ′ CAA
C
C
CAA
C
C
CAA A CA Z
Z
Z
Z
µ µ µ ψ                 (5.13)
          
 
where  Φ and ψ are the binary and ternary short range ionic interactions 
respectively. It is important to note that Φ has no relation to the symbol for 
apparent molar properties used in Chapter Four. 
 
The parameter, Φ, is derived by fitting of experimental activity or osmotic 
coefficient data to the following series 
 
     () .... + + = Φ I E ij ij ij θ θ                       (5.14) 
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where θ is an unsymmetrical mixing term caused by combining cations or anions 
of differing valencies (ie Na
+ and Ca
2−). 
The remaining parameters, (ψ, BCA  and CCA) are also derived by fitting of 
selected experimental activity and osmotic coefficient data. The lengthy and 
complicated equations are simplified considerably by the presence of a common 
ion.  
 
Only a small number of compounds have received extensive parameterisation 
over a wide range of conditions, whereas parameters are available for a wider 
selection of species at 25 
oC. Many compounds have not been parameterized at 
all. As in Chapter Four, the Pitzer parameters for the well characterised Na2SO4 
were used as a substitute for the Na2Ox parameters.  
 
Once the Pitzer equations for the chemical system have been derived, solubility 
calculations can easily be performed. Solubilities are calculated iteratively by 
setting approximate initial values which are then adjusted until the Gibbs energy 
for the system has reached a minimum. Alternatively, the chemical potential of 
the solid is set equal to the chemical potential of the solute in solution and the 
concentrations adjusted [86P].   
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In this work, the equilibrium between the phases was determined by Gibbs 
energy minimization. The modelling of the solubility data was performed using 
the Chemsage© software programme [90EH], with the assistance of Dr E. 
Konigsberger. The standard Gibbs energy function of solid Na2Ox was fitted to 
the solubility data of Na2Ox in water from the literature [65LS] using the 
Chemsage optimizer [95KE]. Solubility data from the present study were not 
used in the parameterisation so that the Pitzer model  provides a valid 
comparison with the available literature data.  
 
Figures 5.8 through 5.10 display the predicted solubility of Na2Ox generated 
from the Pitzer based model parametised using Na2SO4 [86HM]. The graphs 
clearly demonstrate the good agreement between the model and the 
experimentally determined solubilities in both NaOH and NaCl media at all 
temperatures. In NaCl media the solubility model was improved by the 
employment of the additional temperature independent un-symmetric mixing 
anion-anion parameter θCl,Ox = 0.05. The model’s predicted solubility in mixed 
electrolyte solutions (Figure 5.6) slightly underestimates the experimental 
solubility at all temperatures. However, this difference is either within or very 
close to the limits of experimental uncertainty. 
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Chapter Six 
 
Conclusions 
 
 
Interactions between Na
+ and dicarboxylate ions are extremely weak. Potentiometric 
studies of the formation of NaOx
− in CsCl medium were unsuccessful and the weak 
association could only be measured in the less complexing TMACl medium. 
Successful determinations were made only after steps were taken to minimize and 
then take into account contamination of the solutions by sodium ions.  
 
The formation constants of the ion pairs Na
+ and Mal
2− and Suc
2− formed were 
shown to be similar to that for NaOx
− although the value for NaSuc
− involves extra 
uncertainty due to possible structural isomerism. Detailed DRS analysis indicated 
that both NaMal
− and NaSuc
− form solvent shared ion pairs (SIP) in contrast to 
NaOx
− which forms a double solvent separated ion pair (2SIP). Also in contrast to 
the Na
+/Ox
2− system both Mal
2− and Suc
2− induce a weakly held secondary 
hydration layer in solution. This ‘slow’ hydration shell shows marked concentration 
dependence for NaMal
− but not for NaSuc
−. 
  
The additive nature of the apparent molal heat capacities (Cpφ) and volumes (Vφ) of 
binary solutions (Young’s rule) is followed, to a first approximation, up to high (I ≤  
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4.0 M) ionic strengths for organic Bayer liquor impurities. The Cpφ and Vφ values of 
the three sodium dicarboxylate salts, and K2Ox, were determined to near saturation 
concentrations and can be used to approximate the bulk properties of complex 
solution mixtures such as industrial Bayer liquors. The hypothetical values of Cpφ 
and Vφ of Na2Ox at high ionic strength (whose sparing solubility precludes direct 
measurement) can be estimated by utilizing the additivity principle.  
 
The Cpφ and Vφ values of the organic impurities was successfully modeled using 
Pitzer equations. In the absence of the necessary interaction parameters, the Pitzer 
parameters for Na2SO4 can be substituted for Na2Ox and still provide a good fit of 
the experimental data.  
  
The solubility of Na2Ox was found to be dominated by the common ion effect in 
Na
+-containing media. In other media, increased ionic strength resulted in increased 
solubility with the exception of TMACl solutions which decreases. This difference is 
thought to be due to an entropy effect.  
 
The solubility of CaOx⋅H2O in concentrated electrolyte media showed a similar 
pattern to that of Na2Ox. In the absence of a common ion, high background 
electrolyte concentrations result in increased solubility except in TMACl medium. 
Both Na2Ox and CaOx⋅H2O show an increase in solubility with elevated 
temperatures. 
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The solubility of Na2Ox can be modeled using the Pitzer equations (utilizing Na2SO4 
parameters) by estimating the minimum Gibbs energy of the system. The data was 
modeled successfully over the full concentration and temperature range of all the 
electrolytes except TMACl where there was insufficient data for the Pitzer model to 
predict the decrease in solubility. The solubility of Na2Ox solubility in quaternary 
electrolytes is also successfully modeled using the Pitzer equations, although the 
accuracy is less than with ternary solutions.   
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